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A

PREFACE

The State Education Department is committed to the goal of insuring
equal educational and employment opportunities for women. The Regents

Position Paper, Equal Oppcirtunity for Women, provides a statement of
policy as well as specific recommendations for action to guide the schools
of the State toward achieving that goal. Two years ago, I established a
Task Force on Equal Opportunity for Women to advise me on methods for im-
plementing the Position Paper, both in the Department and in the educa-
tional and cultural institutions of the state. The-Task Force initiated

the preparation of this publication in-the-Division of Curriculum Develop -

. meat.

One of the major recommendations in the Position Paper is that of
ending sexual stereotyping in the elementary and secondary schools. This

publication, "Reviewing Curriculum for Sexism," is designed to assist

\schools in this important task. It provides a model for use in identtfy-

igg ana eliminating sexual stereotyping in educational materials. In addi-
,tion, the preparation of this publication hag given the Department an
opportunity for careful examination of its own materials.

We\ecommend the use of this model to the schools for the purpose of
strengthet.qng instruction by eradidating derogatory stereotypes. In addi-

tion, the process of review and analysis will develop greater sensitivity

on the part o each person who participates.

iii

Ewald B. Nyquist,
President of The University and
Commissioner of Education



FOREWORD

All of us carry stereotypes in our minds regarding the appropriate
roles for males and females. These attitudes have been part of our envi-
ronment since we were born. So much of what we have been exposed to has
conditioned us, intentionally or unintentionally, to see things as very
characteristic for one sex but not for the other. Since we entered school
the subject matter content and the very words themselves have supported
lnd reinforced the concepts of sex differences and the idea that certain
behavior may be acceptab:efor one but not for the other.

If we are to free ourselves from sex stereotyping, we must first
sensitize ourselves to the fact that it exists. Only then can we take

cognizance of ways to remove these overt or subliminal methods of bias
indoctrination. Herein lies the purpose of this bulletin. It attempts to

illustrate some of the ways in which curriculum ani'lnstruction'l materials
may be developing sex stereotyping. In some instances it offers sugges-
tiont for.eliminating pr correcting the situation, in others it attempts
to make us more sensitive or at least aware that fuel for sex bias exists.

It seems most appropriate that we take a look at our own State curric-
ulum guides to search out examples where we have unintentionally contributed
to ,sex stereotyping in the past. By so doing, we hope that local school
staff will be helped by suggestions and specific examples to review their
own local guides and to revise them where necessary. Equally important,

we have also sought to provide teachers with suggestions for using exist-

ing textbooks and other materials in a way that will minimize any sex
stereotypes they now contain or to use them to advantage in the teaching

process..

The Department is extremely. grateful to Mary Kinsella, former consul-
.

tant in Early Childhood, Rochester Public Schools; Margaret McCrory, World

,of Inquiry School, Rochester; and Helen Rice, Executive Secretary, New
York State Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development, who
served as reviewers of State Education Department publications. Acknowledg-
ment must also be made to all the publishers who have aided us in this
project especially to MCGrawill; Holt, Rinehart and Winston; Sc.ott,

Foresman and Company; and,Ginn and Company, who so generously allowed us to

reproduce so much of_their material throughout the publication. Apprecia-

tion is likewise-6tended to the Commissioner's Task Force on Equal Oppor-
tunity -for Women whose leadership and support make this project possible.

Robert H. Johnstone, chief, Bureau of Elementary Curriculum'Develop-
ment, and Janet M. Gilbert, associate in Secondary Curriculum Development,
were responsible for organizing and preparing the entire publication for

press.

VIVIENNE N.4ANDERSON
Assistant Commissioner for General
Education and Curricular Services

GORDON E. VAN HOOFT
Director of Curriculum Development
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DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

Each school system has the responsibility for implementing Regents
Position Paper 14, Equal Opportunity for Women. One section of this state- _7
ment notes:

2.a. "Special care must be taken in elementary and
secondary schools to'use textbooks which do not

. depict men and women in stereotyped sex roles.
\ The content of courses must be revised, where

necessary, to give a balanced account of wpmen's
contributions to our civilization."

This publication outlines the procedures used by the State Education
Department in examining some of our own publications for sexism. It in- .

cludes examples of positive as well as biased statements, and suggests ways
that the latter can be changed in emphasis or intent. It lists sogrces of

help to those who will be developing curriculum materials in the future.
Tn short, it presents a model for use in reviewing curriculum for sexism.

Only ksmall portion of,the selections from State publications are
included here, to,demonstrate various types of bias or sensitivity to'bias,

which can be found-U curriculum guides. The total data will be filed with

the subject specialists and their curriculum counterparts, to provide
assistance in the revision of existing curriculum publications and in the

preparation of future materials{.

In adapting the model to local needs, schools can profit from the ex-

perience of the people involved in this prpject. Each found that she/he

had become much more sensitive to the feelings of both sexes, with respect

to the images produced by words and pictures. It would seem that the wider

the participation in such a venture, the more consciousness-raising is

accomplished,

`Several publishers have given permission for the-reproduction, in
whole or in part, of their guidelines. In order to provide definitions
and examples within the text of this publication excerpts have been drawn

from Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes, in McGraw -Hill Book

Company publications.

However, to give schools other alternatives, three others are included

in the appendix:

Guidelines. for Improving the Image of Women in Textbooks,
from Scott, Foresman and Company.

Treatmentof Minority Groups and Women, from Ginn and Company.

The Treatment of Sex Roles, Holt, Rinehart and Winston.

In each case, these publishing companies have indicated that the guide-

lines can be reproduced in quantity at the local level, as long as credit

is given to the respective publisher.

ila



GUIDELINES FOR REVIEWERS
Looking at the whole course of study

"sexless" in 'slant; not designed just for girls Qv just for boys

- by direct identification, in introductory statement
- by inuendo: use of pronouns, verbal examples, illustrations

- by types of readings, case studies, and other studies suggested

. continuing in treatment
- women's roles, struggle for equality, etc. - included in all

chronological time periods, or related topics, culture studies,

problem areas, etc.
no tokenism: brief examples of women who "also achieved" are

not enough

Analyzing its parts

. treatment of both women and men as persons sharing humanity and
common attributes
- avoidance of stereotypes through literature, quotations, graphic

illustrations: Do suggestions for teachers include questions
and strategies designed to develop skill in detecting bias,
analyzing the material in terms of its effect upon readers/

viewers? Are valuing activities suggested at this point?

- balance, in showing both male and female persons in strong and

weak roles
- portrayal of both women and men as facing common decisions to be

made, common options, common activities. (The driver in a time-
. rate-distance problem should not always be male!)

. portrayal of variety in role, values, lifestyle for both males

and females
- avoidance of vocabulary, statements, questions, etc., which de-

pict a "preferred role" of wife and mother, of a successful
father concerned with "getting ahead," etc.

- inclusion of examples of woTen.and men in literature and in

history who have played different roles, adopted different life-

'styles k

- avoidance of.characterizatio;Thf male-female relationship as
desirable and exclusively characterized by conquering male/sex
object roles

Fair and comprehensive treatment of the women's movement

- avoidance of illustrations, expressions, questions, statements,
which mock or degrade the movement, or those involved

- inclusion of questions and skill-building strategies for stu-

dents to deal with stereotyping in literature, quotations, and
graphics dealing with the women's movement.

Editorial concerns (Reference by the reviewers to the McGraw-Hill guide-
lines and others will be helpful.)

. Balance in female-male references ("He" does not have to precede

"she" every time!)
. Vocabulary -- avoidance of use of quaVfying adjectives, nonparallel'

terms and expressions, etc.
(These were the guidelines established for.reviewers hired, by the State

Education Department.)

-e#



1 STEP

. the need is 4termined

. the task is defined:
all publications, K-12,
in

- English Language Arts
Mathematics

- Science
- Social Studies

plus (Consumer-Education,
Environmental. Education)

0:

. PLAN OF ACTION

'BY WHOM

Womens Task Force and
Curriculum Division

Curriculum Division
personnel/reviewed by
Task Force

. the reviewers are teacher-consultants from

selected city and suburban districts,
K-6 and 7-12 experience

. the criteria are

established

(1) by curriculum personnel,
with review by Task
Force (see p. 3.)

(2) extrapolated by reviewers
from (1)

. vse is made of the data: (1) curriculum personnel/
Task Force to publish
the model

(2) subject specialists/
curriculum personnel:
- to consider in planning
future publications

- to use in work with
school districts

.0

RATIONALE AND DESCRIPTION

positive action needed to implement
Regents Position Paper

basic subject areas;
manageable task;
exemplars applicable to all other

subject area

to provide school experience at all
grade levels

Reviewer's Categories
Negative

Boy-oriented
Girl-oriented
Stereotypes
- girl/woman

- boy/man

- preferred roles

- conquerino male

-subordinate
female

Degrading of women's

movement
Tokenism '

Imbalance

Positive
Neutral (sexle,$)
Avoidance of
tokenism
avoidance of

stereotypes

0
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THE LANGUAGE. OF SEXISM

Current research suggests that by middle childhood cultural expecta-
tions have been internalized by children. Language usage and vocabulary

are important conveyers of a society's prevailing,value system. Use of

unequal terms for the two sexes, consistent positioninj'of one sex before,
the other, labels which degrade or denigrate, even the assumption that
"One" is always "he," are all devices which denote one sex as of more worth

than another.

It is important, therefore, that instructional materials from the
earliest levels be written to communicate recognition and acceptance of ,

the worth of both sexes. Both curriculum guides for teachers and instruc-
tional materials for students warrant reexamination in this respect..., In

referringto teachers as well as to others in the educational system, it
is important that we communicate that these persons may be of either sex.

Avoiding the use of the generic pronoun, "he,q is not easy, but is
worth the effort and can be accomplished in such ways as the following,

used appropriately:

use of the plural form
alternating the use of he and she
use of the symbol, s/he
alternating the use of he/she and she/he

to-alternating use of the two terms in the phrases
"girls and boys"; "men and women."

. in dealing with the pronoun problem, McGraw-Hill's Guidelines offer

these suagestions:

The Engtish Language tacks a genertic 4ingutan pronoun
signiiying he on she, and thenelione it has been customany
and gnammatZ'Eatty-Tinctioned to use mascutine pronouns in

expkessions such as "one...he," anyone...he," and each

child opens "his book." NeveAthetess, avoid when passible

the pronouns FE; him, and his in iteimence to the hypothetical
peon on humanitTin gene/tat.

Vanims attennativa may be couidened: .

(1) Remand to eliminate unnecessary gendet pnonouns.

no-_ Yeo

The aysuge Amen can dkink4. The avenage Amekican dkink4

his co66ee btack. btack ogee.

(21 Recast into the ptuut. ',Most Amen leans &L ink than

coWe btack.



(3) Reptace the mdscutine pronoun with one, ou, he of. she,

her on his, as.appnopniate. (Use he on We:an itTvatiaTiOns
sparlingrto avoid etumsy pnose.)

, .

(.4) Attennate mate and Semate expnessions and examptes.

no cLes

I've Wen heard supenvisons
bay, "He's not the night man
Son the' job," 04 "He tacks the

quati6ications 604 success." -

I've °Sten heard suptnvisons
"say,"She's not the nigh t person
Son the ',fob," on "He tad's the

quatiSicationz Son success."

15) To avoid sevene pubtemz o6 nepetition on inept wonding,
it may sometimes. be best,to use the genenic he Suety, but
tradd,,in the pne6ace dud aS °Sten as necesZany in the text,
emphatic statements to the elifiect that the mascutine pronouns
ake being 'used On succinctness and are intended to neSek to
both Semates and mates.

These guidetines.can only suggez a ow sotutionz.to diWcat pnobZems
oS newokding. The pkopek-sotution in.any given passage must depend on
the context and on the author's intention. Eon exampte, it would be
wrong to ptukatize in contexts stAessing atone-to-one netationzhip,
as between teachen and child. In such cases, either using the ex-
pnession he on she on atteknatinj he and she, as appnopniate, wilt
be acceptabte.

Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes, P.9

Examples from State publications:

What does the disadvantaged youth want in life?

Basically, he wants the same things other more fortunate
youths seek: he wants to have the approval of the group with
whom he associates; he wants to know about himself; he wants
to get along with the opposite sex; he wants help in finding
a way of life and a pattern of thinking that is satisfying
(a philosophy of living); and perhaps most important of all
to him at the moment, for it leads to the satisfaction of
many other of his needs, he wants training for a career,
whether it be a job or a profession.

Guidelines in Teaching the Disadvantaged, P.3

Reviewer's Comment: Throughout the whole guide the "advantaged youth
is referred to as "he."

If this is a pattern which cannot be avoided, then the suggestion in
the McGraw-Hill Guidelines, of the inclusion in the'prefacp of an emphatic
statementiconcerning the use of the masculine pronoun, with additional re-
minders, would help.

8
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Note the use of both male and female pronouns in the selections below:

*Objectives

Understand the, multiple

meanings of words

Activities

Present a series of sentence's to the
class containing the word run.

She sat motionless, watching the milk
run across the grimy tablecloth.
Hot water will Often cause colored
clothing to run in a washing machine:

He had the run of the house.
She saw a run in her stocking.

English Language Arts: Reading Section K-12, P.27

The selections below illustrate that the plural can often be used
without making the passage clumsy or incorrect grammatically:

Understand the contributions of Encourage pupils studying foreign
foreign languages to English. languages to comment on cognates they

encounter in their reading or study
in their foreign language and discuss
with the class shades and differences
in meaning.

When pupils encounter words or
phrases of,foreign origins in their
reading, encourage them to investi-
gate the origin and hir-)ry of such
expressions rather than merely to
determine meaning.

English Language -Arts: Reading Section K-12, P, 27

We have been building *up to another form of the-division algorism.

The children are also gaining experience in their understanding of

the numbers actually involved. These steps are intended to aid them

in actively thinking through the operation. This work -should be done

with two and three digit numbers.

Operations Basic Number Processes, P. 23

On the same page, however, are several sentences in which the "child"

is referred to as "he."

In the case below, the plural has been used in the preceding sentence,

and this specific sentence is intended to convey the importance of



"individuaIization" in instruction. Either the pronouns referring to "child"
may be Alternated throughout the page; a statement concerning use of pro-
ho-ung-may be added to the_introductory sections; or the wording of the sen-
tence can be changed.

_

Some of our children will take longer to reach this abstract
form of algorism. The building process should be continued
as long as it is necessary fOreeach child until he demonstrates
the understanding and ability to work with this last, highly,

. -abstract form of computation.

Operations Basic Number 1' ,e, P. 23

Suggested rewording:

The building process should be continued as long as necessary
until each child demonstrates the understanding and ability
'to work with this last, highly abstract form of computation.

An equally difficult area in whicK41mo providea balanced treatment of
the sexes is the language related to the concept, ni.ankind. Terms which use
man to designate humanness create the impression that women are not inclilded. ,

In keiekence to humanity at tc,,,gt, tanauage shoutd openate to include
women and gixes. TeAms that>tend to exclude Omates 4houtd be avoided
smkenevet possible.

,

, The wokd man has tong been Mused not onty °o denote a peMon
mite giRek, but at's° genenicatey to denote humanity at

'ange. To many people today, however, the woad man has be-,

come so ctosety astociated with the .6inst meaninT-Ta mate
/Oman being) that-they considet it no tongen broad enough
to be applied to- any penson on to human ,beings as a whole.
rn deliekence to this position, atte,znative expkessions
4houtd be used in-ptace man (on derivative constnuctions
used genelticatty to sighiliy-amanity at takge) whenevet such
substitutions can be made without pnoducing an awkwand'on
aati6iCiat constuction, In cases wheu man -words must be
used, special, ebionts shoutd be made to eTaane that pi s,ctune

and °then deuices make explicit that such keliekences knaude
women.

lo

fleite are some possible substi.ttit-Lons bon man-words:

oankind

no yes

humanity, human beings, human kace,
people

pkimitive people Oh ,peOpte4;
ptimitive human heings;
primitive men and women

pnimitive man

°10
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no

man's achievements
It

4 a man dnove 50 mites at
60-mph- _

the best man lion the job

ye4

human achievements

I a pension (on dkiven)rdnove 50-

mites at 60 mph. . .

the best person (on candidateJ-lion-

the job
, 4

manmade symthetLc, manutiaetuned;
constAueted, di human migin

man.poWeit human power, human ene4gy; wonketts,
worth once

grow to adutthood; grow to manhood on
womanhood

grow to manhood,:

Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes. P.p.7 -8

Examples from State publications:

How does man protect himself and Recognition of lightning as being an
his property from damage by electrical phenomenon is basic when
thunderstorm activity? one considers the protection of life

and
o
property'from lightning.

Science 7,8,9. Block H. P. 51

Possible correction: How can people protect theinselves and their property
from damage by thunderstorm activity?

After the students have read appropriate and related 4-erary
selections, haie them write compositions comparing or contrasting

two selections. Some students will want to establish their own

basis for comparing or contrasting; other students may use
suggested topics, such as

How do the two au-Hors differ in their view of man?

How are the two selections similar in their approach

to man versus environment?

'English Language Arts: Composition K-12, P. 79

the term humanity can be substituted. However, an appropriate

alternative might be to propose a preliminary discussion of the use of man c

for humanity or human beings. Time should L' given for expressions of fe761---

ings concerning this usage.

r)
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Invite a businessman or member of a local civic organization
(Kiwanis, P.T.A., Elks, Moose, Boy's Club, Lions, etc.) to
talk about ways businessmen assume the responsibility of
working together for the betterment of the community.

Respect for Rules and Law, P. 48

The solution here should be obvious. 'business person" is An accept-
able term. -In addition, a more balanced representation of civic organiza-
tions might include Business_And1Professional Women, League of Women Voters,
Zonta International, andothers.

Another problem is the word which has man as a suffix, but may relate
equally to women.

Occupationat teAmz ending in man zhoutd be nepeaced
whenever poszibte by teAms that can . include membelus

of ei.then. sex unte44LShey /Lelia .to a patticutak peAzon.

no ye

6
4

congnezzman member Congnezz, nepnezentative
(but Congnuzman Koch and CongAezz-
woman Hottzman)

buisineiszman buzinezz executive; buisinezz manager

&U.einan iciAe iighta

mailman ma-it tateiL ccuouleit.,

zatezman zatez neptezentati.ve, zatezpvizon,
zatez eteida

inzwtance man inistutance agent

ztataman teadek, pubtic zenvant

chairman the pertzonz pneziding at (on chatting)
a meeang; the pneziding
the chait; head; l'sadet; coondinaton;
modetaton

(L. (

cameraman camera opaaton

lioneman 6 up avi4on*

C

*In this case, the change in wording may present an incorrect
picture. In many business organizations, the employment grades,
"foreman" and "supervisor" are quite different, both as to level
of responsibility and to tasks to be performed.

12
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Language that assumes att keadeks one mate should be avoided.

TITO

you and your wi6e you and yawn spouse

when you shave' in the manning when you bush your teeth (on
wash upr in the moaning

Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes, P. 9

lhe Language used to designate.and de/sc./time 4emates and mates should

tkeat the sexes equatty.

Pakattet Language should be used Son women and men.

no comes

the men and the Ladies the men and the women
the Ladies and the gentlemen'
the giAIS and the boys

man and wise husband and witie

Note that Lady and gentleman, witie and husband, and mothek and
Sather akeWe wokds.. LadiesThFutd be used 604 women only when
men are bung kekkked to as genttemen. Simitakty, women shoutd

be caned wives and mothers only when men are ke6ekked to as husbaJS
and iathekT--Iike a mate shopper, a woman in a gkoceky stoke should

be called a customek, not a housewi6e.

Another case of parallelism is concerned with form of address.

Women should be identi6ied by theik own names (e.g., Indika

Gandhi). They should not be ke6ekked to in tennis 06 theik

names as wise, mother, sistek, ok.deut9htet unless it in

these rakes that they are signiliicant in context. Nan shamed

they be identiged in teams 06 the makitat k.ttationships

(Mu. Gandhi) unless this bkie6 60km is stytisticatty.moke
convenxent (than, say Prime Ministek Gandhi) on paiked

up with simitak ke6ekences to men.

A woman should be ke6ekked to by name in the same way that
a man 4s. Both should be meted by theik Suit names, by
gAst 04 tast name only, ok by hee.

no yes

Bobby Riggs and r3ttic Jean Bobby Riggs and Jean King

13
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no (fez

Bittie Jean and Riggs &ULLe Jean and Bobby
MM. King and Riggs _King and Riggs

Ms. King (because she pteliens
Ms.) and M/L.'Riggs

4 4

M44. Me h and Mozhe &cyan Gotda Mein and Moshe &cyan on.
M44. Mein, and Vt. &cyan

Unnecessarty.uktence to on emphasis on a woman's maAitat status
showed be avoided. Whether ma tied o& not, a woman may be /Le6ekned to by.
the name by which she chooses to be known, whet* het name hen oniginat
name on het maimied name. °

Whenever possibte, a tam should be used that .includes both sexes.
Unnecessaity uktences,to gender showed be avoided.

no

College boys and co-eds

yeis

student)s

Inso6at as possible, job tittes showed bq nonsexist, Di66ekent nomen-
ctatute shoutd not be used dot the same job depending on whether it 4.4 hetd
by a mate on by a 6emate.

no yes

steward on pukset on stewardess 6tightattendant

paeiceman and paeicewoman police 046icet

maid and houseboy house on o66ice cteanet;
seAvant

Di66e.teni, pronouns should not be tinked with certain wotk on occupations on
the assumption that the wotket is always (oft. usuatty) 6emate on mate.

Instead eithet ptukatize on use he on she and she on he.

no

the consumer on shoppet...she onconsumer oft shoppem . they

the seaetcuty...she sec e,taiLi.eis...they

the biLeadwinnen...hiz eaAnings the buadwinnet...ki4 on het
eartnings on biLeadwinnens...

their/. eariZigs

Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes,
P. 10-11

14



Examples from State publications:

Invite a local lawyer to address the class. Ask him to describe

-the selection of a jury and state the reasons why the selection
is made in that particular manner. Then have him explain the

directions given to the members,of the jury before the session
begins.\ Ask him to state the oath required of each witness
before he "gives testimony and describe its significance. in addi-

tion, have him describe the manner in which each of the lawyers
questions a witness, his motives for his manner and line of
questioning and the reason why the present court system allows
both the prosecuting and the defending attorneys an opportunity

to question each witness. Then have him describe the opening
and closing statements made by each of the attorneys and their

relative positions in the case.

P. 35

Ask the school nurse to explain the use and purpose of an audi-

ometer -- an instrument designed to measure the subject's ability

to hear sounds of various frequencies in each of his ears. If

possible, have her teach the students how to conduct "sweep
tests" and then let them measure each other's acuity of hearing.

P. 50

English Language Arts: Listening and Speaking K-12

These can easily be changed in line with the suggestions above.
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STEREOTYPING

Some sociologists have credited Walter Lippmann with the concept of

stereotype. As a journalist, he was familiar with the process whereby a
stereotype plate could reproduce a number of like copies. He used this

term to describe the human tendency to see individuals or situations in

the light of notions formed by previous experiences.

Even earlier in his writing career, Lippmann had deScribed a situation

under which many stereotypes were formed.

"From the economic and spiritual subjection of his
mother the chili forms its ideal of the relations

of men and women. We speak about the influence of

the parents. It is deeper than most of us realize.

The child is influenced by its parents, but not only

for good, as sentimentalists seem to imagine. A boy

may absorb all the admirable qualities of his father,

but he is just as capable of abstbing his father's
Contempt for woman's mind, his father's capacity for
playing the little tyrant, and his father's bad economic

habits. The girl learns to obey, to wait on the lordly
male, to feel unimportant in human affairs, to hold on
with unremitting force to the privileges that sex gives

her. And out of it all we get the people of today..."

Lippmann, Drift and Mastery, Pp. 228-229

Many stereotypes formed at home are unwittingly reinforced by. class-

room experiences; other new ones are created. It is particularly important,

therefore, to examine all learning materials foil, indications of stereo-

typing devices.

Even more important, perhaps, is to look for ways that the very

stereotypes which exist in texts and curriculum materials can be used to

advantage, to teach students to look beyond the irrational image upon which

so many faulty judgments are based.



Examples from State publications:

The stereotype is often created by the picture:

The associative law of addition need not be expressed
to primary children as a verbal definition. Perhzos a series
of concrete examples would serve as a better method for imparting
understanding. The set ,of objects might consist of a set of three
boys,another set of two girls, and a final set consisting of a
boy and a girl, who are not in the other sets.

Operations, Basic number
Processes, P. 7.

In commenting on this
of date, but in addition,
occupied with appearance.
adverse male reactions to

illustration, the reviewer noted that
it tends to create a stereotype of girl
(A class discussion of this picture mi

the impression created of boys also!)

18
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Some other illustrations which tend to reflect a derogatory stereo-

type of women:

REDUCING
SAL'O N

O

"IT .MAY NOT TAKE ANY

POUNDS OFF BUT IT WILL

BE GOOD FOR SOME NIGHTS

OUT WITH THE GIRLS."

SUGGESTED PUPIL AND

UNDERSTANDINGS TEACHER ACTIVITIES SOURCE

DO SO-CALLED HEALTH
SPAS, REDUCING SALONS,
AND SLIMMING CLINICS
SERVE CONSUMERS WELL?

Beauty'Products and the Consumer, P.58

(This is one of 3 illustrations in the guide
of individuals with weight problems, all
of which were female.)
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Stereotypes are equally. often conveyed by prose passages:

Women and men should be tneated with the same respect, dignity, and
sviousners. Neithen shoutd he tAiviatized on stereotyped, cithen
in text on in ittustAations. Women shoutd not be desctibed by
phy6icat attAibutez when men arse being ducAibed by mentat attributes
OA pholiessionat pozition. Instead, both flexes shoutd be dealt with
in the same tehmz. Re6etencez to a man'z a/Ca woman's appeanance,
charm, on intuition shoutd be avoided when 4AutevaAt.

no cLes

Kenny Ha.ML6 is a shnewd tawyen and
his wi6e Ann .us a stniking bnunette.

The Havasu are an att./motive
coupee. Kenny is a handsome
Uncle and Ann £6 a stAiking btu-
nate.

OR The HaitAises are hightveespected
in thein Iiietds. Ann -us` an ac-

compU5hed musician and Henry is..
a shrewd .Lawyer.

The Havlises are an intenesting
coupee. Kenny 44 a shnewd &Aye&
and Ann is vent' active in community

(on church on civic) alqa,Utz.

In descniptionz o6 women, a patnonizing on gite-watching tone shoutd be
avoided, as shoutd .s exuat innuendoes, joke,s, and punz. Exampeez o6
ptactices to be avoided: liocuzing on physicat appearance (a buxom,Atohde).
using zpectat liemate-genders woad liomo (poetess, aviatAix, ushenette),
treating women ass ex objects on potAaying the typical woman des weak,
haptezz, on hyzteAicae; making women Iiigutez liun on objects
zcou and treating the,01 .izzuez as humorous on unimportant. 4

iss

EXamptes zteneotypez to be avoided: scattenbnained liemat6F-inagi1e
gmen, goddess on a pedesta, catty gossip, henpecking Anew, apnon-
weaAing mother, OustAated spinsten, tadytike tit-tee give. Jokes at
women's expense--zuch as the woman dniven on naggingmothen-iy-taw
clichesaxe to be avoided.

no Yez

the 6ain zex; the weaken zex women

the diztabi side the 6emate side on tine

taheginez on the Ladies (when the women
kmatez are meant)

2.i.At, ass in: 1'tt have my gat. 1'tt have my secnetany (on my
check that. azsiztant) check that. (On use

the peitzon'z name.)
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no cle4

.lady used ass a modiiiiek, ass in .lady taNyet (A woman may be identiiiied

2awyen zimpey through the choice o6_pAo-
nounz, ass in: the tmxqek made
her summation to ,the jukyTry .to
avoid gender modi6ims aetogethek.
When you must modi6y, uze woman on
6emdte, ds--ZW: a coukze on women

wAA-teA4 on the aiAUne'z Oust
6emate )

the tittte woman, the be teit
hat ii; the bat and -chain

liemate-gendek wand 6oAmz, zuch

as authokezz, poetezz, Jewezzi

f

4e.ma2e-gendeA on diminutive 'wand

6oAmz, .such as zu4likagette,

uzhenette, aviatfax.

tibbek (a put-down)

.sweet young thing

co-ed (ass a noun)

wi6e.

authok, poet, Jew

huOtagiht, uhhek, aviaton (oft

pitot)

iminiht; tibertationizt

young woman; gitt

ztudent

(Nate: Logicatty, co-ed zhoutd ne6en to

any student at a ca -etc college

on univeithity. Since doe4 not, -it 44

a hexiht tam.)

houzewi6e

The hound o6 the &Laing diztu,thed
the houzewivez in the neghbokhood

Houzexive6 are fleeting the pinch

o6 higheA oiceh

ea/Leen gikt on careen woman

Guidetinez don Eva.

21

homemakek 404 a peAson who woAlus at
Vie, an AephAtue with a make ptecise
04 mane inctuzive team

The hound o6 .the utLai.ng diztuAbed
everyone within eaMhot (oft eveky-
one in the neighboAhood)

Con4umehZ (cuZtomelo an zhoppem)
one Meeting the pinch o6 higher places

name the woman's pkokhzion:
attokney Wen Smith: Mania Sanchez,
a jounnatizt on edaor on doctot an
Lawyer an agent.
Treatment o6 the Sexes, Pp. 4-6
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Cartoons and other visuals which may be blatantly sexist may be very
useful in teaching sensitivity.- A reviewer of Teaching About Basic Legal
Concepts in the Junior High School identified the cartoon on page 30 of
that publication as conveying the "stupid woman" stereotype. Because the
copyright holder is unable to make that cartoon available for reprint in
this publication, a substitute is offered below.

°

Questions and strategies such as role playing, can be used to elicit
feelings of girls to this type of representation. Boys can present
alternative cartoons which they find degrading to them.

It is interesting to note that the message of the 1919 cartoon below
has been repeated in some recent material concerning women's entrance into
careers formerly considered male- oriented.'

1i

/
3

s"1.""1`1-111111'1111111"11`11' "11111111

Caption:

"Official (to applicant for post as policewoman). 'AND WHAT WOULD YOU
DO IN THE EVENT OF A STREET ACCIDENT?'
"Applicant. 'OH, I SHOULDERCALL A POLICEMAN.'

(From Punch, or the London Charivari, January 22, 1919, p. 66.)
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Examples from State publications:

Find the topic sentence
in a paragraph

Present a simple paragraph as the
following:

Mme.Loisel was a pretty but silly
woman. She was unhappy because
she could not afford fine clothes
She was wretched because she did
not own the jewels she thought
would enhance her beauty.

Have the students draw a line under
the sentence which gives the main
idea. Repeat this exercise using
paragraphs where the topic sentence
comes in the middle and at the end.
Elicit the fact that the topic sen-
tence gives the main idea,of the
paragraph and can come anywhere in
the paragraph.

English Language Arts: Reading Section K-12, P. 40

The paragraph is a quote from de Mauppesant's The Necklace. There-,,

fore the teacher is faced with the alternative of finding another paSsage
equally suited to her/his teaching objectives, or of dealing in class with

the attitudes conveyed by the derogatory words about Madame Loisel. To

remove all derogatory statements is to remove realism. This becomes a case

for balance in the total curriculum picture, or for strategies which permit

students to reflect sensitivity.

The same is true with the illUstration drawn from The Legend of Sleepy

Hollow. Ichabod Crane is not a desirable image for men.

Use punctuation as an aid
to comprehension

Draw students' attention to a highly
punctuated sentence in their reading
such as:

Ichabod, who had no relish for
this strange midnight companion, ,
and he bethought himself-of ,the
adventutre of Brom Bones with the
Galloping Hessian, nolg quickened
his steed, in hopes of leaving him
'behind. (Material adapted from
The Legend of Sleepy Hollow).

Discuss the meaning of this sentence
with and without punctuation marks.

English Language Arts: Reading Section K-12, P. 41
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Given a real life situation, or one portrayed in a television drama
suctit A%ZZ/n The PamiZy, the student can analyze" the type of --
obst cle which is impeding change, and can,suggest ways that the
obstacle can be circumvented.

Teaching About Basic Legal Concepts in the Senior High School

Module 3, P. 85
0

All In The Family is often condemned, for its use of the '

stereotype of the bigot, in Archie Bunker. Many,men probably
resent him as a male image. Women equally resent the stereo-
type of the stupid woman, as portrayed by Edith.* A teacher
should consider these feelings before using such portrayals
in class.

Note the effect of the illustration upon exercise 1102, below.
Although the reference in the problem is sexless, the average student, would
probably see it in terms of relating to females.

The problem which follows, (number 1103) however, is balanced and
addressed to both. .

1102

1102* Ask each pupil to draw two simple outline figures exactly alike.
Use a rectangle one inch by two inches for the body. Draw around a penny
to represent the head. Make, the arms and legs exactly the same length
and thickness.

Now draw heavy vertical lines on the costume of the first figure.
Draw heavy horizontal lines on the costume of the second figure. Noticehow the vertical lines give the first figure the illusion of greater
height and slenderbess than the second figure. Relate this to the choos-
ing of clothes that are appropriate for the body build.

1103 From catalogs or other sources make two identical carbon paper
tracings of a boy or girl. On one figure, color the clothes a neutral
color or black but use bright colors for the other. Decide which appears

24.
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the more tall and slender and which is more suitable and attractive for
the particular figure that was used. .

Bright7colored clothes properly chosen make thin children look heavier
and Plumper. Dark or neutral colored clothes help make chubby figures
look,taller and slimmer.

General Science Handbook, Part 1, Pp. 36-37

A 6oAm o6 stereotype -is that expression which ctassi6ied women as
dependent..

This degrading to women.
4

Women should be spoken o6 as pakticipants in the action, not*
possessions o4 the men. Tenors such as ioneet, 6akmekl_ and
setttCk should not be used aL though they app ed-OUTto adult
mates.

no

Pioneekz moved West, taking
theik wives and ch4dken with
'them.

Pioneen.6amitZes moved West.
7

,Pioneer men and women (on pioneo-
couptes) moved West, taking.th
cizi2chen with them.

Women should not be patIveyed as needing mate penmission in and k
to act 04 to exekcise nights (except, o6 Coukse, bon histokicat

6actuat accukacy) .

no

Jim Weiss attows 4i4 wi6e to Judy Weiss works pant-time.
wokk pant- .time.

Men are also subjects o6 degkading stereotypes which .empty that alt men
4146e4 '6kom cett* common 6aiZings. These ideas are o6ten conveyed in
.caktpons as wet as wkitten Ossages.

In desckiptions o6 men, especiatty men in the home, ke6ekences to
genekat ineptness should be avoided. Men should not be, chaaactekized
as dependent on women bon meats, on ctuMsy in househotd maintenance,
on as 600tish in set6-cake.

To .be avoided: chakactetizationA that stress men's dependende on
women iiO4 advice-on what to weak and what to eat, inabitity o6 men
to cane ,bon themsetves in times o6 ittnesz, and Men as objects o6
bun (the henpecked husband).

Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes, Pp. 6-7
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Examples from State publications:

Note the number of stereotypes and misrepresentations included in this

exercise.

MAINTAIN UNITY AND COHERENCE
Use processes of organization

Review unity and.coherence by present-
ing a scrambled sequence, such as:

- The Centennial Exposition was an in-

dex to the status of American women.
Men's Work represented United States
and many foreign nations and filled
over 150 buildings.

rn 1876 Pennsylvania laws dictated
that only a spinster such as Susan
B. Anthony could Sign a lease for the
summer headquarters of the Associa-
tion. a

The final irony was that William Dean
Howells reported'in the Atlantic
Monthly that the Woman's Building was
the dustiest building at the fair.

Frontier women and their sisters from

the former Confederacy exi)ibited
little, despite efforts in each state

and territory.

Women had one modest building, it
showed products for and by females.

The suffragists tried to set up,a
clamor at the dedication of the ex-

A position; press and public virtually
ignored them.

Men exhibited such novelties as the
Bell telephone, Westinghouse airbrake
and the Hoe rotary press." .

.".s. The Woman's Building was largely the
tour de force of a single, prominent,
Philadelphia woman, Mrs. E. D.

Gillespie.

They celebrated 100 years of indepen-
dence at the.fair.

Virtually excluded from the building,

as too militant and unladylike, were
displays proposed by the National

Woman's Suffrage Association.
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Have the students do the following:

Decide on the main idea being pre-
sented.
Organize the items into appropriate
c tegories.
Arrange the sentences in each cate-
gory into the most effective order.
Write a concise riaragraph, using
substitution and order.

English Language Arts: Composition Section, K-12, P. 74

-Teachers should look for material which is not degrading to the woman's
movement to provide this type of exercise.

r
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BALANCE VS, IMBALANCE

History as it has happened has included an equal amount of experience
in living for men and women. History, as it is recorded, tends to empha-
size those events in which male experience predominated, particularly

where military and political events are highlighted.

If a girl is to have learning experiences which develop a positive
attitude of self-worth, she must see other females as having power, making
significant contributions, sharing in the joys or sorrows of the events of
past and present. In order to develop concepts of the equal worth of both
sexes, boys also must experience this kind Of curriculum.

Balance is not exclusively a desirable characteristic of social stu-
dies programs. All areas of communication, including language arts, read -
in 3r literature, films, pictures, even the posters in the school corri-
dor,--all are vehicles for portraying equality or inequality of the sexes.
Accordingly, our examples from State publication are drawn from the four
major subject areas reviewed for this publication.

Women zhoutd be recognized eat their', awn achievements. Intettigent,
dating, and innovative women, both in hato4y and 6iction, 4houtd be
provided as tote -mode t4 04 g.0,24, and teadeA4 in the (.fight 04
women's nights 4houtd be hammed and uzpected, not mocked 04 .ignored.

Sonetime4 men 4houtd be shown as quiet and pazzive, on 6eat6ue and
indecisive, 04 itXogicat and .immature. Simita4ty, women 4houtd
4ometime4 be 4hown as tough, agg4e44ive, and inzenzitive. Steteo-
zypez oi the togicat, objective mate and the emotiona, zubjective
cremate ate to be avoided. In dezaiptionz, the 4mante4, braver,
on mane zuccezqut petzon 4houtd be a woman on gint as ogen as
a man 04 boy. In ittusttationz, the tateot, heavier, ztungen, 04
mote active pennon 4houtd not atway4 be mate, ezpeciatty when chUd-
ten ate poAtAayed.

Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes,
Pp. 4,7

In looking at mathematics and science materials, particularly at the
secondary scnOol level, an "affirmative action" rather than an equal
opportunity stance may be desirable. Each has traditionally been seen as
more attractive to males, if not stereotyped as more within male than
female competence." Consequently, tests and learning materials must now
present a positive image, of both mathematics and science as areas in
which girls can also excel, and in which there are employment opportunities
for women as well as men.

Generally speaking, the higher the grade level, the more male oriented
the State mathematics publications have tended to be. Girls' names show
up in publications, but frequently in rather passive situations; as has
been true in mathematics materials in the past, Mary continues to be a
different age from her male fellow student and the pupil must apply alge-
braic processes to discover their ages.



Examples from State publications:

...the difference in the ages of Paul and Mary is 7 years, and
Mary is the older. If Paul's age is represented by a variable
such as p, then Mary's age may be represented by p + 7. If the

variable is used to r nresent Mary's age, then Paul's age may be
represented by m - 7

An Experimental Course in Mathematics for the Ninth Year,
Units 5, 6 and 7. P. 117

In the same publication, the two problems below may provide different
phases in skill development, but to the female student they both convey the
same distorted picture concerning male predominance in the world of invest-

ments. On the preceding page,however, there is an investment problem in

which the phrase, "A person invests money" is used.

The reviewer who identified these examples noted that oh four pages,

with a-total of 16 problems, 8 had references to male participants. None

contained female references.

*A man has invested $8000 at 7% and he has the opportunity to
make further investment at 5.5%. He is trying to determine how

much he must invest at 5.5% to give him an annual -.eturn of 6%

on both investments. Answer the following.

ra.) If y is used to represent the amount invested at
5.5%, express the total amount invested in terms

of y.

Answer: 8000 + y

(b) Calculate the amount that must be invested at 5.5%
to give an annual return of 6% on the total invest-

ment. Check.

Answer: X = amount invested at 5.5%
(0.07) (8000) + (0.055 (y) = (0.06) (8000 + y)

(y) = 16,000

He must invest $16,000 at 5.5%

Check: (0.07) (8000) + (0.055) (16000 = (0.06)

(24000), true

A man has two investments that total $15,000. The annual

interest on one investment at 471s356More than the interest
on the other at 5%. Answer the following.

(;) What is the relationship between the interest earned
cn the first investment at 4% (I

1
) and the interest

earned on the second investment at 5% (I
2
)?

Answer: I
1

= I
2

+ $330
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(b) Calculate the amount invested at each rate.

Check.

Answer: x = amount invested at 4%
15,000 x = amount invested at 5%

(0.04) (x) =
x =

15,000 - x =

(0.05)

12,000
3,000

(15,000 - x) 330

He invested $12,000 at 4% and $3,000 at 5%
Check: (12,000) (0.04) = (3000) 330.00 true

An Experimental Course in Mathematics for the 9th Year,
Units 5, 6, and 7, P. 147

Problems with an action setting are frequently boy-oriented. In the

example below, three pages are devoted to the baseball career of John
Perkins.

In updating or revising the problems posed, teachers could substitute
a female Little Leaguer in some of the examples, or could use data related
to another sport, which has more balanced participation.

Interpreting Unit Pictographs and Labeled Bar Graphs

Display graphs a and b in classroom.
Ask a pupil to read the title, the captions and the

keys on both graphs; have the pupil tell what information
he would expect to find in each graph. Discuss whether the
titles could be shortened .n any way.

/956 Baseball Recotdarliihrmul Wa /ks for John Perkins

HONMRUNS(10 000
TRIPLES (38) 0
DOUBLES (2B) 000000
SINGLES (18) 000000000000000000
WALKS (8) 0Q00 00000000

Each symbol represents one
a

/956 Baseball Record of this and Walks For John Perkins

HOMERUNS(HR) 3

TRIPLES (3B) I

DOUBLES (28)

SINGLES 118(I 8)

WALKS (158) 12

b

Graphs and Statistics, P. 15
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/956 Baseball Record of Ihls and Walks For John Perkins

HOMERUNS

TRIPLES
DOUBLES

SINGLES

WALKS

0 ©.

O. 0
0 0
0 0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0 0 0
Each Symbol represents two

Display the scale pictograph shown here and the unit
pictograph from activity 11. Ask the pupils to compare title:
and captions of the two graphs.

To illustrate the importance of noting the scale used
before reading a graph', discuss whether the two graphs show
identical information. Have a pupil explain what each symbol
on the scale pictograph represents. The class should then count
the symbols for each item and tell what magnitude they represent.

To give practive in reading the scale, remove the unit
pictograph from view of the class, and ask for comparisons such as:

How many more symbols are there for singles than
for walks?
If each symbol stands for 2, how many more singles were
there than walks?
How many fewer triples were hit than home runs?

To read and combine items, consider such questions as:
How many hits did John have?
How many times did he get on base?
How many more times did John get on base by hitting
than by walking?

Graphs and Statistics, P. 15, 17

Elementary mathematics publications on the other hand, more frequently
include both male and female names in a problem. Addition and subtraction

exercises frequently allude to girls and boys playing together.

Combine and separate sets of physical objects.
Create simple word problems that are suggested with grouping
of physical materials and pictorializations.
Develop understanding of "larger than," "smaller than,"

"more than," less than," etc.
Encourage the creation and use of patterns with objects and
pictorializations.
Introduce the use of direct number sentences in adding
and subtracting with answers less than 10.
A direct number sentence shows the operation to be used.
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Introduce the use of direct number sentences in
adding and subtracting with answers less than 10.
A direct number sentence shows the operation to
be used.

Example
Tom has 3 rockets and Sue has 5 rockets.
When they play together with all their
rockets, how many do they have?

3 + 5 = ? or

Tom's Sue's

3 5
----- ...,....

0 t 2 3 4 5 6' 7 8 9 10

All of the rockets

Akthematids K-6, P. 17

One reviewer noted that the first part of the next exercise indicates
the educator's preoccupation with classifying or grouping students by sex.
Note in the second part of the exercise (Intersection of Sets) the inclu-
sion of girls and boys, with no bias in selection or classification implied.

Sets:

Language and Symbols

Review the ideas of equal sets and equivalent sets.
Continue with the use of brackets and'commas in set
notation.
Develop first with the use of objects, then pictorial
materials, and finally, with set notations, the operations
of union and intersection of sets.
Introduce the use of U for symbolizing the union of two
or more sets; the use of /1 for symbolizing the inter-
section of two or more sets; the use of capital letters
to symbolize specific sets.

Union of Sets

Let Set A = the set of all the boys in the class with
blonde hair,

Set B = the set of all the girls in the :lass with

blonde hair,

or

Set A'= (John, George, Mark, Jim)

Set B = (Sally, Jane, Susan)
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Then

Set A U B = (John, George, Mark, Jim, Sally, Jane, Susan)

(The union of two sets contains all of the members of either set or
both sets.)

Intersection of Sets

Let Set D = the set of all the children in the front seats
Set E = the'set of all the children in the first row of seats

or Set D = (Alice, Hilda, Carol, Tom)

Set E = (Grace, Harold, Terry, Bob, Alice)

(Note that Alice is a member of both sets.)

Then

DelE = (Alice)

(The intersection of two sets contains the members common to
both sets.)

Mathematics, K-6, P. 34

The question of including both male and female names in problems and
examples has proponents on both sides. To simply substitute "Doris" for
"Harry" in the problem below without other kinds of changes in emphasis
within the curriculum can bring the charge of tokenism.

(7) If Harry gives George 6 stamps, Harry will have 2
3

as many stamps as.George. if George gives Harry 9 stamps,
George will have 2 as many stamps as Harry. How many stamps
does each haVe? 3

An Experimental Course in Mathematics for the Ninth Year,
Units ZO anu. 11. P. 304

The other side of the picture, however, is the question of whether
classification by sex implies a difference in how the education experience
will affect girls and boys. In a number of problems which involve com-
parisons of such data as height or weight statistics the groupings by sex
are frequent. Yet, particularly in the elementary and junior high years,-
the ranges in the data do not differ by sex that greatly so that one graph
or frequency table could handle both. In these instances as well as in
the problem below, the reviewers suggested other differences: color of
hair, or eyes, residence area, etc.

she
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There are 29 children in our class. On Monday three boys and two
girls were absent: How many children were present Monday?

Problem Solving, P. 12

Science is another area in which girls need the reinforcement of being
included equally in the "action." As in the case of mathematics, affirma-
tive action images are probably needed at the secondary level.

Activities listed in the elementary publications are generally sexless
in description. In the examples below, the pronouns in 2 could be changed
by pluralizing the antecedent child. The activities, however, should have
like meaning and interest to both sexes.

'(2)

Young children 'nay harE! a 1,,tter understanding of the function
of seeds if they can examine one closely. Each child should
have a lima bean seed .,oakc! In w,..ter overnight. With the aid
of-the teacher he can break it open and find the tiny plant
inside. He will see the miniature root, stem, and leaves.
For a closer look, place the tiny plant under a magnifier.

(3)
Using the information gained from observation and class dis-

cussions, children may briefly-act-out and describc, a short
story of a plant or animal, then ask "What am I?" Example:

I like to live in or near water. I carry my house with me

and I can hide from other animals in it. I cannot walk very

well on land but can move fast in the water. When winter

comes I bury myself in mud and sleep until -spring. In the

summer I like to rest in the sun on a log or rock. What am I?

Science for Children K-3, P. 40

Note that the visual cue below indicates the student experimenter as
female but that tne activity description is sexless in phrasing.

(1)

To see the expanding effect
of heated air, give each child
or group of children a flask
fitted with a long glass tube
and a one-hole rubber stopper.
Have them invert this and
immerse the end of the tube in
a beaker of water. Warm the
flask with the palms of the
hands. Observe. This activity
is more effective if the
children are given air
thermometer tubes in place of
the flask and the tube.

Science for Children, K-3, P. 115
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The excerpt below indicates an assumption of inequality which is
particularly degrading to female students:

With scores made on the fitness test available, several of the
boys and possibly some of the girls would be. willing to select
one of the items on the test to practice every day at home.
Once a week, or every 2 weeks, the new score attained on the
item could be recorded and the gain noted.

Science for Children 4-6, P. 117

Most science publications reviewed used male pronouns in referring to
science teachers. In referring to students, either the imperative, or a
plural reference to students avoided such identification. Schools may find
it advisable to check locally prepared science resource units and labora-
tory manuals, to make sure that courses of study are not male oriented.

Illustrations in descriptions of experiments are often the major in-
dicators that the course is perceived of as primarily a male program. A

reviewer listed 13 instances of, pages on which boys were performing the
experiments; she finally found one page in which there was a girl experi-
menter, which could be seen as tokenism.

General Science Handbook, Part I, P. 133

"An aspect of physics enrollment which has received too little
attention is the rejection of physics by girls. The benefits
to be looked for in studying physics show no sex discrimination.
School administrators and guidance officers should be aware of
this fact.

Physics Handbook

,pp. iv-v
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A review of the Physics syllabus and of the handbook to assist teach-

er in implementing it indicates that content and activities are stated
in/neutral terms, with no implications that most of the students will be

male. Aside from the many conditions which influence girls in course
selection, including prerequisite mathematics background, physics may carry
a heavy stereotype as a course of study involving principles and activities
of interest only to men.

Several examples from the Physicsi handbook do involve use of equip-

ment and tools to which our culture has assigned a male orientation. .

1.26 INERTTAL AND GRAVITATIONAL MASS

The concept of gravitational mass is sometimes difficult
to grasp because of its close association with weight. It,is

often advantageous to start With a determination of the inertial
mass of the object using a simple inertial balance.

An inertial balance my be assembled by fastening together
two hacksaw blades and two wooden blocks as shown in the diagram.
In operation, one end of the balance is clampedto a table a, d
the other end is allowed to extend over the edge so that is as
free to vibrate in a horizontal plane. If the'free end is moved

approximately 2 cm. to the side of itstrest position and then
released, the period of its vibration will be found to depend

upon the inertial mass of the moving block. This mass can be

varied by attaching several identical clamps or other convenient
loads to the block, one at a time, and timing the period that
is associated with each mass. Examination of a graph made by

plotting the number of unit loads versus the vibration period
should lead to the conclusion that the two factors are related.
This may be followed by placing the unit loads on a scale in
the same sequence and plotting the number of unit loads versus
the weights indicated. When this data is graphed and examined,
certain similarities Will be evident between the two graphs.

Physics Handbook Pp. 22-23
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Does a schoolvchange its Physics course to eliminate such manipulative
devices, or does it devise alternate strategies which seem more related to
women's experience? Or, is this evidence of the need to make the experi-
ences of younger children less sex-oriented, so that tools and dry cells,
as well as fabrics and cooking supplies are within the common experience ,

of both girls and boys.

1.03 CALIBRATING A TICKER TAPE TIMER

A ticker tape timer is useful in measuring the distances
that are traversed by moving objects during intervals as short
as a fraction of a second. These inexpensive timers may be
purchased from a number of scientific supply companies or may
be made,by removing the gong from a doorbell and placing a strip
of paper tape under the clapper. Insert a piece of carbon paper
between the paper and the clapper so that,a carbon dot is pro-
duced each time the clapper. Aerates. These dots are made at
'fairly regular intervals when the timer is operated by a fresh
/dry cell or.by a bell transformer. To determine the time between
two successive dots (the period of the timer`) pull the paper tape
past the vibrating clapper for a known interval of time such as
3'5 seconds. Diviidng.this time interval by the total number of
dots that appear on the tape establishes the period of the timer.
After a few repeated trials, confidence in the timer is gained
by observing that the results are fairly consistent.

6

- Physics Handbook, P. 2
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a. Make a timer using a meter stick as a pendulum. Drill

a hole threugh,the end 'of a meter stick parallel to the 1.-cm.

mark of the scale and place a nail through the hole so that the

stick swings freely when Lispended. Then attach a string and a

lead weight as shown in the diagram'below. The period of the

pendulum may then be determined by timing aseries of swings for

apprcximately 30 to 60 seconds and then calcullting the average

time that is required for each swing.

Nail

Fishing
sinker

White paper
beneath carbon paper

Physics Handbook, P. 25

In examining curriculum for balance, teachers have to decide whether
there has been reason in the past to attempt to interest and involve one
group, which might have beep considered less motivated. Thus, in the
English Language Arts syllabuses, there may have been a conscious effoft
to identify with boys, particularly at the lower grades. In Ole following

sequence, there isa heavy "boy orientation." All examples are from the

section, Grammar, 4-6.
41.

Recognize and use proper
subject-verb agreement

_r"-r.

Write a number of singular and plural
.nouns on small cards. Each child picks A
card and writes a sentence using that
card. Then ask a child to go to the
chalkboard and draw a simple picture to
illustrate his sentence.
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Example:

boys The boys are playing catch.

0

The first pupil to correctly guess the sentence
then illustrates his sentence.

English Language Arts : Language K-12, P. 25

On the preceding page, there were these sentences to use, in identif,,y-
ing adverbs by position and by meaning:

The boy walked slowly.
The happily smiling bby went home.
He walked very straight.
Her hair was very straight.

P. 24
(the 3 other sentences were either in plural formr
or the subjects were not identifiable by sex.)

On the page following the playing catch illustration, out of 9 sam-
ple sentences, in 5 there is no figure identifiable by sex. The remaini;g

4 are given below.

Boys play.
Some boys played.
The boys played.
Few boys played.

0 Ibid., P. 26

The reviewer's comment was that in most of the examples, the boys were
in the aggressive, active roles; the girls watched, applauded,or, in
Pattern VII, actually suffered.

SENTENCE PATTERN MODELS

The following list of sentences contains the seven patterns re-
ferred to in this publication. English sentences are variations of

one or more of these seven basic patterns.

Pattprn I The fire burns.
Some dogs barked.

Pattern II John saw the train.
The dog bit the man.

Pattern III The air is cold.
Most birds are small.
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Pattern IV

Pattern V

Pattern VI

Pattern VII

My dog is a collie.
That man is a teacher.

Bill gave the dog a bone.
Mother bought me some candy.

Ann called this tree a maple.
The class elected Bob president.

The ride made some girls ill.
We made the teacher angry.

English Language Arts: Language K-12, P. 4

This same orientation is obvious throughout the rest of the publica-

tion. For example, in Grammar 7-9, the character and function of pronouns

are clarified with these examples:

Review the concept that ouns comprise a word class that has

completed all of its memb.. , and is therefore termed a closed

class. Provide a contrast of open noun class words with closed

pronoun class words.

A. Pronouns are a closed class of words:

nouns: boy - -boys

youth - youths

pronouns: he

him

they
them

The class can be led to see that each year new words for identity-

ing young males may be added to the dictionary. Pronouns for

such identification will not be added because there probably

will never be any new pronouns.

English Language Arts: Language K-12, P. 34

(Note, that the directions imply that all youths are male.)

The action definitely belongs to the boys in these examples, except

for-the skater in the last sequence.

Discuss with the class the concept that and and or may be

equated with the mathematical sign of equal in the sense that

elements on either side of and and or may exchange position

without altering meaning, asin the following:

The boy ran and jumped.
The boy jumped and ran.
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Her constant talk and his constant shouting
annoyed me.

his constant shouting and her constant talk
annoyed me.

/ He was always popular, whether acting on
Broadway or directing in Hollywood. He
was always popular, whether directing in
Hollywood or acting on Broadway.

Develop with the class the concept that when a form of the verb be
is followed by a noun, the verb may be equated with the mathematical
sign of equal and the nouns may exchange position without altering
meaning, as in the following:

Ralph is the winner.
The winner is Ralph.

Mary and Jane were honored guests.

The honored guests were Mary and Jane.

Lead the class to see that adjectives may be transposed in the manner
of nouns, but with even greater influence to ease of communication.

Ralph is aggressive.
Aggressive is Ralph.

Provide sentences to illustrate that in the case of complements
functioning as adverbs the damage to ease of communication is great.

Laura is in the house.
In the house is Laura.

She skated effortlessly over the ice.
Effortlessly over the ice she skated.

English Language Arts: Composition K-12, Pp. 38-39

While many of the examples in Luzguage Arts: Composition have better
balance of the sexes, this selection from The Sentence, 7-9, shows the same
boy orientation, with respect to action and leadership.

As students gain facility in subordinating in the subject, have them
subordinate in the predicate by combining sentences, such as:

Tom told.a story.

The story held our interest right up to the end.
Tom told a story which held our interest right
up to the end.

Have the students combine sets of sentences, such as:
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Jerry went to the game.
The game was the last of the year.
The game would settle the championship.

Have the student evaluate for clarity, emphasis, parallel construc-

tion, and appropriateness of punctuation.

Subordinate basic
sentence patterns

Have the students combine complete sentence patterns, such as:

Paul was noted for his athletic ability.

Paul was not interested in school.

Although Paul was noted for his athletic
ability, he was not interested in school.

Have the student experiment with subordinating the two basic patterns

in different ways, such as:

Although he was not interested in school, Paul was

noted for his athletic ability.
Paul was not interested in school, although he was

noted for his athletic ability.

Have the students evaluate the sentences for clarity and emphasis

as achieved by orderoand subordination.

Reinforce the use and function of adverb clause markers, such as:

even though after until

if since so that

when because as

English Language Arts: Composition K-12, P. 31

Corrections and adjustments of this type of imbalance are obvious;

they just require substitution of examples which include both girls and

boys in equally desirable activities.

A correction requiring greater effort is that of attempting to

achieve greater balance in suggested literature. For example, in the

following segment, the male identification with the central figures is

predominant. Are there equally useful sources in which female speech

variations can be observed?

Have the pupils read selections from literature and ask them to

describe the individual speaking. On what did they base their

judgments? Which speech seems most educated? most natural? mos':

like their own? most unlike their own? How do the various speeches

differ from one another? from their own?
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Samples of speech in literature might be drawn from: The Adventures
of Huckleberry Finn; Treasure Island; Benet's John Brown's Body;
L.G. Ross' Education of H*Y*M*A*N* K*A*P*L*A*U; Mandalay by Kipling.

English Language Arts: Literature K-12, P. 10

Many of the selections below may be equally appealing to girls as well
as boys in grades 4-6. There is an imbalance in many of the lists, however,
with books with more male central figures included. Schools may find it
worthwhile to review bibliographies and select additional entries which
would provide this balance.

Morrow% H. W. On to Oregon. Morrow. 1946.

John is determined to carry out his dead parents' plan and take
his brothers and sisters to Oregon.

Neville, E. C. It's Like This, Cat. Harper. 1963.

Stcry of the development of a new father-son relationship in
New York City.

O'Dell, Scott. Island of the Blue Dolphins. Houghton. 1960.

An Indian girl is left alone for 18 years on a rocky island.

O'Hara, Mary. My friend Flicka. Lippincott. 1944.

A boy who has done poorly in school learns responsibility one
summer by raising a difficult filly.

Peare, C. O. The Helen Keller story. Crowell. 1959.

A deaf-blind child learns to cope with the problems of being
physically handicapped.

Robins \ n, Barbara. Across from Indian Shore. othrop. 1962.

A daydreamer learns to accept his family responsibilities.

Sandoz, Mari. Winter thunder. Westminster. 1954.

A teacher and her pupils are snowbound in open country.

Shotwell, L. R. Roosevelt Grady. World. 1963.

Written much as a migrant black child might think.

Snyder, Z. K. The Egypt game. Atheneum. 1967.

A girl has problems adjusting to her new home.

English Language Arts: Literature K-12, P. 10
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Part of the problem with unbalanced bibliographies may reflect the

supply. In Writer's Digest, March 1975, p. 42, a discussion of sexism in

children's literature included an item from a magazine checklist/of reasons

for rejecting manuscript:

"We prefer stories appealing to boys as well as girls."

The writer notes that this has been checked in every story he has

submitted in which the main character is female.

A person conscious of discrimination frequently searches history fnr

identification. For the woman of a racial or ethnic minority, such a

search often deals a double blow, in that many of our history books have

tended to omit any reference to the everyday life, let alone the contribu-

tions to society of racial and ethnic groups in general and of women of all

backgrounds. Any social studies course which has historical emphasis,

therefore, should be examined with respect to such imbalance.

Reviewers identified a number of points of entry, in which material

related to women should be included. Some examples follow:

2. Celebrating holidays and festivals helps to tell the story

of our country.

. The story of Pesiden Lincoln and the freeing of the

slaves will help us t understand the history of the

Negro in American life.

Social Studies K -3, P. 25

This was suggested as a point at. which the role of women as abolition-

ists could be included.

2. Discovers and explorers from European countries added to man's

knowledge of the New World, and settlement soon followed

exploration.

.
Some explorers were seeking an all water trade route to the

Far East, others were searching for gold.

. All of these men had to face the dangers of ocean travel, but

new inventions such as the compass and sextant made their voy-

age safer.

.
The eastern coast of North America was explored and then settle

by the English, the French, the Dutch, and the Spanish.

.
Among the more famous explorers were Columbus, Henry Hudson,

Robert LaSalle, John Cabot, Hernando De Soto, Vasco Balboa,

Jacques Cartier, Estevancio, and others.



Among the leaders of the early settlements were Captain John
Smith, William Bradford, Roger Williams, John Winthrop, and
others.'

Social Studies, 4-6, P. 4

A reviewer noted the need to balance the acknowledgement ofsmen leaders
of early settlements with a discussion of women's role in settlement his-
tory. In addition, this would be strengthened by a portrayal of men and
women as facing common dangers and having common decisions to make.

Students may read several accounts of frontier life.

Q. What did the face of the land look like to the
frontiersman as he traveled away from civilization?
What dangers and problems did he face?

Q. Why were people willing to leave settled areas and
move out into the wilderness?

Q. What tools and other equipment did the frontiersman
need to survive?

Q. How did the frontiersman manage to survive between
the time he arrived at his land and the time he built
his log house and harvested his first crop?

Q. What sources of power did the frontiersman have?

Q. To what extent could the frontiersman rely on other
people for help? What reasons would he have for wanting
people to live near him?

Q. Did "the frontier" have the same meaning in the Umwelt
of the Indian as in the Umwelt of the frontiersman?
How did these meanings differ?

Teaching the Age of Homespun, P. 6

Reviewer: Why not include a question which would make students think
about the role of women, as well as the role of men on the frontier?

The picture below is included in a 7th grade Social Studies Guide.
The reviewer suggested that it be used to initiate a study of wages,
production, and working conditions of women.

In helping students analyze the picture or in using it for testing
purposes, some of the areas to be explored might include:

What are the female figures, in the picture doing?
In what activities are males involved?,
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Ji

How do females feel about their activities?
On what evidence do you base these conclusions?

What evidence is there in the picture that adult males

might be experiencing less hardship than adult females?

Is the same true, in a comparison of female children with

male children?
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These efforts were made to solve.the railroad rate problem:

. The Patrons of Husbandry (Grange) serving as a unifying
agent to bring farmers with common problems together.

. Political activities of the Grange leading to the passage
of Granger Laws, legislation regulating railroads on a
state level.

Social Studies 7-8, P. 106

Althcugh thisN'eference to the Grange concerns the political activity
of the organization, it should be remembered that part of the force of the
Grange was the inclusion of the whole family in its membership. To picture
the Grange only in terms of its use by those who wanted to force down rail-
road rates is to present only part of the story. The full story of this
organization gives insight concerning the role of women on the western
frontier.

The lead questions preceding the sections of the source
materials are intended as suggestions for using the selections in
this way. In many classes, a student may propose hypgtheses for
testing, or suggest other pertinent questions when the material is
presented to him.

. What proportion of the population in the South was Black. How
was this reflected in state and local governments during Reconstruc-
tion?

What were the major aspirations of the Blacks after emancipation?
What evidence is there that the Reconstruction governments attempted
to fulfill some of these aspirations?

Why might it be said that the White population as well as the Black
could profit from the reforms achieved by the Reconstruction govern-
ments?

. What is meant by th@ suggestion that Reconstruction was a period
of revolution in the White community in the South?;

. What evidence is there that the Blacks were capable of effective
political action? of success in economic life?

. To what extent did the Reconstruction governments reflect a
revolution in the White population?

How did the Black officeholder perform in political roles to give
his fellow Blacks an opportunity to get ahead as free men?
What evidence is there that education was considered desirable by
Blacks? Why did the_Black want to learn to read?

United States History : The Black Perspective, Pp.60-61

Although several of the selections included in this section relate
directly to women, there are no questions for the module in itself which
encourage discussion of the effects of reconstruction on former female
slaves

The.reviewer noted that there was little in this publication which,
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could help clarify the attitude of a black male concerning women. This

comment was made, with reference to a quote from the letter from Frederick

Douglass to his old master:

"I married soon after leaving you; in fact,,I

was engaged to be married before I left you;

and instead of finding my companion a burden,

she was truly a helpmate."

United Statee' History : The Black Perspective, P. 155

TOPIC III

. AMERICAN ECONOMIC LIFE

American economic life is the product of an evolutionary process

which began. with the settlement of America under the mercantile sys-

tem. Change took place within the economic system as the realities

of life ib America became evident. The founding of the Federal Re-

public created a stable society in which capitalism could develop.

An examination of the economic life cf the 'United StaTes should re-

veal the differing stages of economic growth which characterized

various time periods.

This topic has been divided into six' general areas: (1) The

Economy containing a few understandings related to basic concepts;

(2) Mercantile Capitalism; (3) Industrial Capitalism; and (4) Finance

Capitalism, each denoting a stage in bur economic development; and

the role of government as indicated by (5) Government Involvement,

and (6) Government Finance.

Social Studies 11 : American History, P. 19

The woman as a worker outside of the home and the effect of this labor

upon the American economy is not mentioned. This had a.direct relation-

ship to the production of labor saving devices, packaged food--even the

"two car family."

In the case of omissions, the usual first remedy is to include an

equal listing of names. Thus, the selection below gives women as well as

men recognition for participation in an important part of the democratic

process:

. Over the years, men and women from all walks of life

have advanced the cause of freedom and true equality

in the United States. Among them can be found Thomas

Paine, Abraham Lincoln, Harriet Tubman, Frederick

Douglass, Sojourner Truth, Jane Addams, Susan B.

Anthony, Jacob Riis, Martin Luther King, and others.

Social Studies 4-6, P. 8
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On the other, hand, the list below brought the charge of "tokenism."
(In view of the fact that Ms. Anderson is black, there might be a charge
of double tokenism!)

. Major contributors to our distinct American culture would
include Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, Edgar Alien Poe,
Stephen Foster, Edward McDowell, Paul Lawrence Dunbar,
George Gershwin, W. C. Handy, Marian Anderson, Winslow Homer,
James McNeil Whistler, Frank Lloyd Wright, Samuel Clemens,
Langston Hughes, James Weldon Johnson, and others.

Social Studies 4-6, P. 9

Another problem of the combined female-male list as a way of balancing
curriculum is that unlike entries are often included to bolster the number.

\ In this context, a reviewer noted that there was a tendency to omit impor-
tant women as contributors to a particular period of history, if they were
controversial figures. In addition, the general lack of knowledge about
omens role in various periods has led to some strained identifications.

Ttiqs, Dolly Madison has been listed occasionally as an important woman at
the\time of the American Revolution. However, she was only eight years old
when the Declaration of Independence was written. Furthermore, the usual
descri tion of her does little to change the stereotype of the wife and
hostess role.

Abiga l Adams has become recognized as a woman whose explorations in-
to political, philosophy matched that of her husband and some of his illus-
trious colleagues. There are a number of women "activists" whose stories
are generally'coming before the public.

Balance of male and female role is often better achieved in courses of
study focused upon, cultural development.

Discussion Questions

. Why do the nomadic tribes have leaders with such great powers?
Does religion have an effect on this?

. How do the lives of Arab and American women compare?

. HO4 does the "will of Allah" influence Arab attitudes towards
progress?

Social Studies 4-6, P. 68

There are several useful devices in organizing committees for
this study. One is to have the structure of the committees parallel
the matrilineal structure of the Iroquois family. For example, the
oldest girl in each committee automatically becomes the committee
chairman. Committees may be given the name of Iroquois clans. Among
the Iroquois the number of clans varied from nation to nation, and
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included Wolf, Bear, Beaver, Turtle and Deer, Heron, Hawk, and Snipe.

Since each nation had Bear, Wolf, and Turtle, these should all be

included.

Teaching a Pre-Columbian Culture : The Iroquois, P. 13

There are several useful devices in organizing committees for

our study. One is to have them parallel the patrilineal structure of

the Homespun Age family. The oldest boy in each group automatically

becomes chairman.

Teaching the Age of Homespun,-P. 5

In the guide, Teaching About India, a module of some length is devoted

to strategies and resource materials for exploring the changing role of

women. The reviewer noted that this'section. could serve as a model for

each of the culture areas. A problem posed here, however, is finding equiv-

alent materials for other culture regions. Teaching About Africa features

first person accounts by African males. At the time this was written,

similar female accounts were not readily available.

Questions can often lead to research or discussion which alerts the

student to areas in which the treatment is unbalanced. For example, with

reference to a section concerning Economic Organization in Eastern Europe,

Social Studies Grade 6, A. Teaching System, the reviewer noted that an under-

standing states that:

"women who are treated as equals, make up an important part

of the work force." After this, there is no reference to

women /roles /etc. It is recommended, therefore that in the

sections "INFORMATION NEELED" and "LEARNING ACTIVITIES" there

should be such activities as:

(1) Specific information on Eastern European

women in the labor force.
(2) Examine-positions of women under different

Eastern European economic systems. (Or

examine and compare.)
(3) Examine women as consumers in different

Eastern European countries. (Or examine

and compare.)

Social Studies, Grade 6, A Teaching System, P. 52

Illustrations maybe undo much of the good work of the writer in try-

ing to provide balance in the curriculum.

The text of this publication recognizes women's problems in securing

credit, and generally recognizes both males and females as consumers. The

illustration, however, assigns male characteristics to the lending agencies.
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Many agencies are prepared to lend money.
Pick the one best for your purposes.

Credit and the Consumer, P.'21

In the following pair of cartoons, note the imbalance is in the opposite
direction. The kindly woman clerk is refunding money, but the male creditor
is beating the person who can't pay.

Law and the Consumer, P. 54
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What picture of the intelligence of "Mother Hubbard" is conveyed by

this illustration?

C

Living Within Our Means
Energy and Scarcity

Environmental Education
Instructional Activities K-6

P. 54
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There are some points at which balance can only be achieved at the cost
of inaccuracy. The material below is such a case:

3. Outline of the Teaching Scheme.

This module on the function of law in controlling, officials
contains, five understandings. The first understanding ccnsiders
how officials may interfere with basic interests of citizens in
the processes of governing. The second understanding looks at the
United' States Constitution to identify principles that limit powers
of officials for protection of the governed. The next three under-
standings examine mechanisms by which official conformity to princi-
ples of the Constitution may be monitored:

(-, 'ecks by officials within the same branch
(2) ,cks and balances between different officialbr,.-aes
(3) an independent judiciary
Op free expression
(5) the vote

\ _
For P _istance, there are many historical examples in which

the vari us ,,es of monitoring have been used. Teachers using this
module,as ,art of an American History:course may wish to identify
these, and include them in student research and discussion assign-
ments.

Some examples include:

. Alien and Sedition. Acts controversy

. Impeachment of AndrewaJohnson

. Scandals of the Grant administration

. Canal Ring

. Tweed Case
C'

. Woodrow Wilson and the Versailles Tr ty controversy

. Teapot Dome .

. Franklin Roosevelt and "the packing of the Supreme Court"
. Truman's firing of General MacArthur
. Censure of Joseph McCarthy
. Censure of Adam Clayton Powell
. Resignation of Spiro Agnew

r

Teaching About Basic Legal Concepts in the
Senior Nigh School. Module IV., P. 2

A first reading of this list of cases might create the impression that
men are more prone to* be involved in government scandal. Discussion of
thisluestion should identify the point that government has been dominated
by men. -

A c se involving a woman in a government scandal would probably be one
differing in importance of responsibility of the participant. The price'of
such a substitution, therefore, would be a distortion of the understanding
being developed.
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Can the degrading effeCts of an unflattering cartoon about one sex be

cancelled out by an equally degrading cartoon about the other? Discussion,

of this question might lead to greater understanding of the feelings of

each party. Does one represent a more common stereotype than another?

\,
4 ,

1

1

Environmental Education Strategies, Pp. 14, 15
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WHAT SHOULD BE DONE ABOUT

BIASED INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
Schools cannot afford to discard books on short notice.' On the other

hand, in terms of the damage which biased materials have done over the

years, educators cannot justify delaying some sort of action regarding

sexism.

One solution to this dilemma is to use the stereotype and other

/offensive items to create awareness. The checklist below gives suggestions

as to how this can be done.

4

Students

Look Got and teatn to tecognize biaz that may be Ound

in textbooks, tibtaky bookz, tetevizion pugicamz,
magazinez, etc.

Azk your tibtatianz to hetp you identik non-aacizt,

non-zexizt books. Select books that help you undeutand

peopte in othet cuttutez on zituationz than your own.

Point out biaz in-matetiatz when you tecognize it in

materaaz you ate ming-in-4choue.

Do a .study ofi you& textbooks. Aok you& .teacher i6 _you

can do thiz with other ztudentz ass a ptoject on az paiu

o6 your own zchoot work.

Write tettetz to peopte who can help you Leann mote about

bi.az in textbooks.

Mite tette/us to pubUshet6 and Let them know when you

have Ound bZa4 in textbookz.

Remite .stories of textbooks to .show how they might have

been mitten to avoid bias on Stom anothet penson4 point

o6 view.

Teach

In the Ctazzauom

"Levet" with the ztudentz in your ctazztoom. Point

out tacizt 0f zexizt biaz o books of matetiatz.

Hetp them teatn to identiliy zoutcez o6 bias and .important

ormasion's in the matetiatz.

Devetop ctazztoom activitiez atound identitiying biaz

6ound in tetevizion, textbooks, movies, tibtany books,

magazines, etc.

Incotpotate the devetopment ofctiticat teading Ailts

az an inztruictionat objective eot axe your teaching, not

just when zpeciat e66ottz ate being made to identi6y bZa4

cn matetiatz.



Identik on develop supptementaAy mateaiah which can
help "cohhect" some the bias o6 available matutiats.

Design student heseahch phojects. These might inctude
a study o6 thei4 own textbook mateitia/S Oh theih identi-
tlication os supptementahy matehiats.

When students have completed activities identi6yinj bias,
have them white tetteAs and send nepolLt's to admillistutohs,
pubtisheAs, community g4oups and oAganizations wo'dl-Lng to
reduce bias £n textbooks.

Invite Local usouAce peAsons into youa ctass400m to
paovide additionat in6onmation and wow with student's
on especial pnojects and activities.

Ask students to &white matetiats an white theih own
matutiats on subjects omitted sum the textbook on
white the matutiat 6aom °then peAsons point's 06 view.

Use bulletin boands, postehs, pictuhes, magazines, and
°then mateAids to expose student's to in6onmation commonly
excluded 64om taaditionat mateAiaS.

Develop a ctassuom cottection oi6 non-aactist, non-sexist
heading mateniatS 604 students. Identi6y books that
students may be encomaged to seek out in thein peAsonat
heading.

"What Can You Do About Biased Textbooks?"
Resource Center on Sex Roles in Education.
Pp. 1-2.
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PUBLISHERS'

GUIDELINES
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Ginn and Company

TREATMENT OF MINORITY GROUPS AND WOMEN

The act that many peopte cute prevented Sum participating Suety
in the beneSits oS our society and in aeatizing theia individuat
potentiatities because oS prejudice and disaimination ptaces an
obtigation on all oS us to do evetything we can to eliminate thi4
condition. Because oS the unique natuke oS thei4 products, pub-
tishing companies have a special tesponsibitity to promote undet-
standing and 'tweet among groups. Educationat pubtisheAs in
pakticutat have a speciat obtigation to catity out this aesponsi-
bitity because theia products au being used by atmosl evety child
oS schoot age.

Educational mataiats teach Saa more than inSoAmation and a way oS
tea/Ening_ In subtteoSten unconsciousways, the tone and devetop-
ment oS the content and the ittustAation Osten in a teaAne4
positive on negative attitudes about setS, 'race, utigion, 4egions,
sex, ethnic and social etas's groups, occupations, ti Se expectations,
and ti Se changes. Inadveiitent bias, as °Sten the aesutt oS omis-
sion as commission, cen inguence the impact o s educationat pkogaams.

Ginn and Company, a Xeux Education Company, intends to p4oduce
quality educationat mateAiatS in evety sense. It is oak betieS
that in addition to achieving sound instAuctionat objectives,
matmiats should help students devetop a positive sets-image, a
Senhe 06 peasonat dig44, and a /tweet son an undeastanding
oS the diveasity oS Arnett-Lean society.

This phitosophu is being aeStected as welt in the emptoyment
paactices oS Ginn and-Company. The company is cat4ying out a
vig04004 policy oS seeking out members oS non-dominant cuttuae
groups and emptoying them in a vat iety oS positions Sum which
theia special cuttukat talents wilt make an impact on the product.
In addition, in 4ecognition oS the pavasive problem oS unde4-
emptoyment oS minority groups, the company has initiated and is
vigoaousty puasuing a positive action pug/Lam-0S hitting minority
group workers in att phases oS .emptoyment. The company id
dedicated to the proposition that discaimination witt not be
exercised against minotity on women woakeas in aecauaing,
hiking, 04 promotion. The company coopekates with appaoptiate
oaganizations seeking to Sostea equal-oppontunity emptoyment
and encourages its emptoyees to become actively involved £h
civic aSSaiaz.

The company is, obviousty, concerned abbjit the needs oS its
customers and intends to handle these needs with Saianess and
a sensitive 4egand son cultural, ethnic, 4egionat, and racial
diSSeaences. In accord with this cancan, Ginn and Company £4
seeking to .insure .that aU its pugums be promoted and presented
in an open, sensitive manner with no accouase to exptoitation oS
mutti-,ethnic4 racist, 04 sexist themes,.
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A company's attitude i6 projected through the content and atm-
tnations in its educationat matetiat as much as .through its

manketing and employment poticies. To insane that its mateniats

help students build positive setS-images and develop an appnecia-

tion Son the divensity o6 AmetLcan society, Ginn and Company wilt
Sottow these guidelines in developing its pubtications:

1. The company shag choose editons, authou, consultants,
waists, and otheu associated with developing pnognams
whose backgnounds .include an =oneness and sensitivity
to the needs and desires oS minonity gnoups as weal as
othen groups that make up our society. Content and

graphics editons, as well as matketina stoSS, must
at so be panticutanty sensitive to these concenns.

2. The company mitt develop a variety oS methods On
impnoving stoSS awareness and sensitivity both to the
needs and desines os all American groups and to the
Sonces and conditions opetating to the disadvantage os
minonity gnoups.

3. The content ittustnations in pubtications should otesent
in an accunate and ,balanced manna appnopniate nepnesenta-
tion oS minonity gnbups and than envikonments.

4. Educational mateniats should neatisticatty'47nd honestly
pontnay the contnibutions oS all Ames ican gnot,0 to the

development 6,6 our society. But, in panticutan, they

should cart attention to the signiSicant contnibutions
os those peoples who have been most ignoned: Stack

Arnenicans, Spanish Arne/awns (especiatty Mexican Americans

and Puetto Ricans), F. Arnenicans, Asian Americans, and

Women.

5. MateniaS should help students appreciate the many .

contnibutions to our culture made by members oS the
various minanity groups, emphasizing that each one has

its List o s achievers, thinkenz,,mitens, antists,
scientists, buitdens, and statesmen.

6. No thateniats should suggest by omission on commission

on by oven on undenemphaziz that racial, netigious,

negionat, on ethnic 9/Lotto in OUA society are mote on
less capable, worthy, on impontant than any other.

7. IttusAations should pnesent a proportionately balanced

number oS mate and Semate children and aduLto Snom
minonity groups and show them in positions o6 leadership,

au .horny, and centtatity.

8. Pnognams must recognize that there are diSSenences in
appearances between membutz oS minonity gnoups. Photo-

gnaphs °Sten can be used. Ittastnations depicting minonity

group indcviduaQs shag show recognizable and realistic

racial Seatmes.
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9. Whet.e appaopaiate to the subject area, there shoutd be
shown a signi6icant number oS instances oS integtated
human gaoupings and settings to indicate equat status and
nonsegregated tetationships.

10. Programs shoutd depict tie in contempotaky urban as wett
as suburban and amat envitonmentz so that city chitdten
can Sind signikicant identiiiication 6ot themsetves, thein
joys, theia paaticipation in a stimutating euttuaaf
enviaonment (museums, theatre, etc.) , and theia potentiat
Sot a satisOing and eliliective tie.

11. Content and ittusttations.shoutd poataay Aaciat, tetigious,
and ethnic groups with their simitahities and dilikaences
in such such a way as to ouitd positive images.

12. The mufti-euttuhat character 06 out sou ieto shoutd be
pontuyed az having a unique and speciat vaeue.

13. The content and ittusthations shoutd make eteaa thAough
(examptes the hist.oticat and contemporary Soma and condi-
tions that have operated and stilt opeaate to the din-

. advantage oS 14notity gaoups.

14. The matetiatz shoutd imamate the goat oS a ptuAatistic
society in which event' peason has a tight to be tweeted

- as an individual with inthinsic dignity and worth.

15. Knowtedgeabte members oS minotity gtoups witt teview
matetiats to guard against any .inadvertent baz in "gat
contents. Revieweas wite atso be sensitive to cuuent
customer teactiom-N

16. The company's practices and poticiez concehmEng mufti:-
ethnicity wile be continuourty teviewed.

September 1, 1913

I
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HOLT, RINEHART AND WINSTON
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT

GUIDELINES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT
OF ELEMENTARY AND.SECONDARY

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

The Treatment 06 Sex Rotes

Because educationae matertiatz inktuence the development ot6

the attitudes students canny into adutt Hott, Rinehatt

and Winston conzidertz it impottant that the values and zocietat
Imee4 suggested in instituctionat matekiatz pozitive onus, and
that they be ass ptee as pozsibte horn bias, ztekeotypez, and
calteen-note neztniction. Both men and women shoutd be pottnayed
in .ouch a way ass to buitd pozitive .images and 6ortek mutuat
respect 04 both the 2/Loup and the individuats in that group.
Textbooks, zupptementaAy matotials, and audio-vizuat products
zhoutd be cate6utty devetoOd to contkibute to a student's
6mming 06 a positive flees-image and a positive, nezpecticut
image 06 °them.

Chitd/ten absorb mime subtiminatty than authou and editou

may neatize. It .cis theke6one nececAaky that we devetop zenzitivity

to bias in educationat mat&tiats, both to connect inequities that
exist today, and to p/teparte chitdken 6o/t the waned they wilt enter

when they 6inish that education. An editytiat slant which
assigns a panticutan zocietat note 04 set o6 vatuez to a

pakticutan. group 06 peopte .1..6 a liottm os bias, and shoutd be

viewed as potentiatty damaging. .

Chitdken wite be exposed to note modets that attow each

one the greatest pozzibte Oppottunity Son Suit development as

a pennon.

I. ROLE MODELS

The t&aditionat notes 06 women in society as homemakehz
and in the areas os chitd-neating, education, nunzing, and thz
antis are bath vatuabte and vita to the litie 06 the zociety.
No e66ont shoutd be made to downgrade on dizpauge these /tau.
Ratha, an e6604t must be made to expand .the noes 06 both
zexez, to i.nctude men in nu/au/ling and homemaking activities

and to inctude women a aneaz .such as business and zcience.

An unbalanced assignment os .such notes does a dizsavice to both

zexez. Chitdken zhoutd zee peopte 06 both sexes in a variety 06
activities and notez so they can identi6y with those modets and
thus devetop thein own individuat tatents and pnelSeuncez to

thein bust advantage.

(Pubtished Feb/malty 1975 by Hatt, Rinehart and Winston)
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A. Itturtnations should ke6tect vatieto in occupation
and dress Oa both men and women. It .us not necezzaAy to depict
a woman in a dkezz and aphon Oh a man in a buzinezz out with a
brielicaze 604 them to be itecognizabte as mate and 4emate.

B. In view o6 the paojection that 90% o6 att women mZet
wank outside the home at some time in thein tivez,* women are
not to be ztekeotyped az "houzewivez" continuatty.engaged in
houzewokk. ,Wheke women are kepkezented az motheAs, they should
be shown, whenevek pozzibte, as having °the& intekeztz--wokk,
hobbiez, zpontz, etc.

C. Men are to be shown pakticipating in a vatiety o6
domestic choaez, zuch as cooking, zewing, housemak, chitd-
aeating, etc. Cane shoutd be taken to avoid -impttling that
they one inept at theze activities oa that to do them 'LA de-
meaning. It zhoutd not .be imptied that a man who engages in
domeztic chases .us "henpecked" 04 e44eminate.

D. Some zingte-parent 6amitie4 wLU be included with
bath men and women as head o the houzehotd.

E. Both flexes zhoutd be attowed a butt 'Lange 4
emotionat. expkezzion. Senzitivity to the needs and wants,
o6 otheitz wilt be ztaezzed as deziaabte. Men zhoutd not be
shown az needing to kezokt to violence, non. women to tealtz,
to achieve an end.

F. No job as hobby shamed be sham as ke6tecting on
the mazcutinity oa 6emininity a the people who puksue it.
Thuz, haikdkezzing, tkuck driving, nuksing, woodwoaking shoutd
be shown ass legit mate pukAaaz boa membenz o6 both flexes.

G. Cake .us to be taken in the pontkayae chitdaen. .

Cita shamed not atways be shown in dtezzez, playing "house,"
as de6eating to boys. Chaiten o6 both flexes will be shown
ptaying with att kinds o6 toys; bays shoutd not be timited
to "active," "aggkezzive" toys and giAtz to dottz and "pazzive"
toys.

H. A balance 'LA to be maintained in the use o6 /tote

models in exekcizez, examples, att text mate/U(12z not contkotted
by outside copytight, and both aezeaached and commissioned vizuat.
m/tekiatz.

1. Speci6icatty, women and giAtz zometimez zhoutd be due/abed
Oh shown

a) .involved in competitive team zpoittz zuch az bazebatt
and zoccek

*U.S. Depaktment Labok, Emptoyment Standards AdminiztAation,
"Facts on Women Wokkenz," Febkuany 1973.
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b) actively engaged in constkuction and kepaikwood-
waking, buading, mechanicat and etectkicat wokk

c) as teadetz
d) in investigative and analytic attitudescottecting

and anatyzing kocks and minexatz, studying keptites and insects,

doing math pkobtemA

e) exhibiting coukageous and 6eaktess attitudes

6) working in a variety o4 jobs and cakeeksin o66ices
and 6actokies, as doctors, tawyeks, cab &Livens, stockbtokeks,
telephone instattets, housepa'nte4s, enaineeks; teseakcheks,

pitots, ship peAsonnet, etc.
g) as tanga, heavia, phyzicatty and emotionatty

stitongek, and mote aggtessive than the men on the boys astound

them

2. Simitatty, men and boys zometimez should be shown

a) ptaying and waking togethek in non-competitive
settingsdoing a puzzte, planting 6towetz, zhoppikg,etc.

b) .involved in homemaking activitiescooking, cteaning,

weaving, etc.
c) intetezted in "zo6t" thinaz--6abtic6, buttet6ties,

daydkeamina, babies, 6toweAz
d) enjoying a sense o6 otdetcleaning things up, making

things neat, paying attention to peksonat appeakance and hygiene

e) as 6ottowetz
6) as .interested in music, dancing, akt, 6antasy, poetky

g) waking as assistants, secketakies, telephone opekatoits,
elementary schoot teacheAs, aiatine cabin attendants, ptacticat

nukses, etc.

1. The emphasis should be on positive note models bon both
sexes, and undue use o6 negative models us .to be avoided.

1. Speci6icatty, avoid the 6ottowng stekeotypes of women.

6eak6ut mechanicatty inept

squeamizh 6kivotous

passive shkewish, nagging

dependent easily defeated by simpte ptobtems

weepy ("just tike a gat")

2. By analogy, men ate not to be zteteotyped as btutizh,
viotent, chide, haksh, on insensitive.

J. Women should not always be identi6ied in terms o6

relationship to a male 6iguite (hives mothet, hiz wi6e, his sista),

but as people in that own tight. Adutt membetz o6 one sei

ate not to be shown as being under the conttot o6 someone

who tags down /Lutes and attows or dizattows cektain behaviot.
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Uze Avoid

Jane works as a swimming Cmt Lets his wi4e, Jane, woAh
nstAucton. as a swimming instructor.

CaAt ptays got6 on Saturday Jane peAmits hen husband to
aliteAnoons. ptay goti on Saturday ageAnoons.

K. In iiiemstAips and AecoAdings, the same guLdtinez ion
ittustAations and Language witt be tiattowed as in pAinted matteA.
There me speciat consideAations, however, ion naAAatoAs and
actorts:

1. Therm shoutd be a conscious e66oAt touze a mixture o6 mate
and 6emate voices in any set o6 6itmstAip4 on set o6 AecoAd-
ingz. Women's voices shoutd not be nestAicted to the
tAaditionatey 6eminine subjects (titeutuite, home economics,
etc.) and men's voices shoutd not be keztkicted to those
subjects usuatty thought to be move "ma/scut-Live' (science,
cuntent events, spoAts, etc.) . The subtiminat e66ect o6
diztAibuting mate and 6emate voices throughout a wide variety
o6 subject mattvr can do a great dent toward breaking down
the tAaditionat stekeotypez, ezpeciatty since the namatok's
voice .us usuatty thought o6 as the voice of .strength and
authority.

2. ChaAacteAistics in dumatizations used for educational .

mateniats a1 Wen identiged as merely "DoctoA,""Metchant,"
"Banker," etc. .When casting these 'totes, pAoduceAs and
diuctou shocked go outside the usual sex stereotypes.

II. SUBJECT MATTER

In subject matter, educational materials wilt achnowtedge the
rotes and contAibutans o6 both women and men. MateAiats that
do not meet this etiteition on which a1 biased £n Language on
attitude should be avoided whenever possibte.

A. There L6 to be a balanced representation oOtoniez
and witictez by and about women and giAts in readers, titeAatme
and Ahetonic books, histories, and anthotogies.

B. Whyte suitable mateAiats do not exist in a paAticutaA
subject area, existing materials are to be presented in such a
way in instructions to the teacher on suAnounding text as to
etaAi6y the sociat 6o4cez that have operated to the disadvantage
o6 women on men in this aitea.

I. In quoting titenatuu 04 documents (The Declaration of
Independence, Shakespeare's "What a piece o6 worth is man,'
etc.) that make heavy generic use o mascutine Out, it
should be indicated whenevet possibte that the tenors one
used to signi6y ate people.
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Genetic usages 06 man, mankind, etc. shamed be painted out

and exptained.

2. In books dealing with subjects that have tAadLtionatty been
dominated by a paAticutaA sex (e.g., physics, aerospace,
nursing) balance shoutd be pAovided in photogitaphsltin
instnuetions to theteachet, and htough the inctuskon oS
special tieatutes such as "careens," notes on dilitiment

cuttunes, on histoAicat sidetights.

3. Whyte mateniat ids deemed suliiicientty impoAtant to inctude

in spite oti an obvious .imbalance, comment £4 to be invited
in the smtounding text, teaching notes, ot discussion
questions.

III. LANGUAGE

Cautiut and sensitive use oti Language is .important in

achieving a positive tone and cteating balance. Osten editors

and authors one not mane os the eliliects the generic use os
"man" and the mascuane pitonoun have on neadeAs. Because
generic use os the masculine Soren is AWEe in everyday speech
compared with speci6ic use, many people wit inadveAtentty

insert the specigc when they heat on read the generic. The

natunat .inclination o6 the tistenet to picture an individuae,
oti the gendet that is mentioned may have the unintentional
etitiect os exctuding tiemates tium the thought. This is
especiatty time OA young chitdAen who have not yet teamed
the abstract concept oti the generic use oti the mascutine {aim.

A. Because gabs may tend to tied. excluded tium books
with titles Like Man and His World just as a boy might tiee,e
that a book entitted Woman and Her World isn't meant OA him,

Such usages shoutd be avoided.

Use Avoid

ScLentists and Discoveities

HistoAy oi Peoptes

The Individuat and the State

People and Nations

Men oti Science

Man and His WonLd

Man and the State

Men and Nations

In the text itsetti, avoid the gene/tic use oti "man" as much

as possible, along with others words having mascutine maakeits.

Us e,

The Sounders...

When eaAty people discoveAed
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Avoid

The Sounding Bathers...

When man discoveAed



B. Avoid 6ttuctmes tequiAing the genetic use o6 the ma6caine
ptonoun by tewtiting the passage wheAe po66ibte.

Use

When chLediten &arm theit
Language, they...

When you Leann yout Language,
you...

OA

When a &Led &atm Language,
he On she... N%-

(use 6paitingty)

C. Be canque in the use o6 wands containing ma6cutine
maidam.

Avoid

When the child .feat m his
Language, he...

Use Avoid

ca6.iztant Aight-hand man
. -

go-between, tiatson middleman
big, enoAmous man - sized (job)

adutthood, matutity manhood
synthetic, manmade
competent woamant.ike

Note that some wotds with ma6cutine mankets do not have non-
sex 6t synonyms. Use them 6paAingy on tewtite to avoid their
use.

. 06

btothethood 6tateAnize
6ettcwship mannish

D. Avoid betitteing chatactutizations with tieminine mageAs.

womanish woman driven
woman's wank just Like a woman
otd-maidish 6i46iged
6pin6teAish weak 4.istet

E. Thy to Sind teasonabte 6ub6titute6 Son the compounds
man OA woman unte66 a speci6ic person L te6ctud to.

e Avoid

potice o66icet poL_Leerian

6ite6ightet 6iteman
wothet workman
ptumbet, etectticians, etc. tepaitman*
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Ub e

cha,ixpexzon Uri cha-ix;
atso kephna-se to "the;---1
meeting was chaixed

cave dweteek
Member o4 CongkeA6,
Concikes6ionat
Rep/Leis enta-tim e;
Repkezentative Rodino;
Repkezentat,Lve. Jokdan

buzinezz penz on,
buzinezz peopte

portat wokizeA, tettex
canni.en, maie camiix

6atez. pea-son, 6a- eZ kepxe-,
,s'entati.ve; 6atezpeopte,
6ateZ 4okce

inzuxance agent

Avoid

chaaman, zhaixwoman*

caveman
congkez man, congnezzwoman

bu,sinez6nan, buzinezzwoman
buzinezzmen

mailman

6 ateZman, ,sateiswoman,
6C °Z,6nlell

,J..q.,ice man

*NOTE: Be cane6ut to avoid uzing -person coinages to mean
° -woman az in "Cha-inman Geokge Smith and Cha-apenzon

Louize Brown" on "The 6a-ex/wen and Others zatezpeopte
in -the Weztenn Region."

F. Women and men wite be txeated with &eat dignity, and
keispat, and comments about their zhoutd be given equa-e weight.

1. DU not dezcxibe women in teninis o4 ,thein phy6icat attnibutes
on appeaxance untezz men axe atzo deiscnibed in companabee
tenlvs. Paxticutaxey to be avoided axe adjectives that tend
to di, :..n.ifsh women by pe,aying them az cute, 4nagiee,
deVcate, heepteis,s, dotereilze, etc., and joke's on inneundo6
6ocu,s;azi; on a wpman'z phfpique.

Ube

and M Mckil,iztex
nun a garage.

k

114,t f. McAttizten, a hand-
borne man with a &La
!Led beard and a mane o6
tawny twin., 'nun a ganage
in paxtnexzhip wbth Mnz.
McAtf-izterx, a 6tniking
btonde who wokhz the
pumpz.
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Avoid

Mn.. Mckaiztex nun the garage
in pat tnexz hip with his wi 6e,
a ztxiking blonde who man
the pumm.



2. Avoid te6ettistg to women Ln tams ketatLonship to
men CA thei4 6amities.

Use

1

George Stewatt, Board o6
Education PkesideAt,
and MWLy Leng, Chairwoman

'o6 the Ad Hoc Committee...

on.

;
Avoid

George Stewatt, Bound o6
Education President, and Many
Lena, Doctor. Hatty

Leng...

Geotge"Stowatt and Mao George Stewatt, Board cS
Leng Education Ptesident,/and Mao

Leng, mother 6oUt/...

When women ate te6etted to in makitat ketationships,;' the
cokkect tskm is "wise."

Use

wise foil, name os peksen)

Avoid

the we
the tittte woman
the o.ed tacit'

the bettek hat6

Simitatty, avoid telietting to a husband as "the'otd man."

3. Tams, tittes, and name4 shoe used in a pakattet
constkuction, with kmates someiimes mentioned 6inst, Son.
vatiety.

Use

men and women; boys ancg
gifts; women and men;
gixts and boys

Ptesident and MA 4. FOAdt

the husbands and wives; \

the coupte4

4. Women ate kekkked to by iheik own names, hot by tittes
indicating maki.",at ketatio4hips, untess this is signi6icant
in context and /or men ate te6ented to in the same way.

Avoid

men and gittz;

Pkesident Fond and Betty

the men and .thew' wives

Use

Dottey Madison

Senators Pekcy and

Goveknok Gu6so;
Mn. Petcy and W. Gtasso;
Chattes Petcy and Etta
Gtasso.
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AVoid

Mrs . JaMe4 Madison

Senator. Pe, cy and W. GA4460

44



5. The tam ladies to be used when men ake ke4ekked to as

gentlemen, and not as a modielt (Cady fawuck, &do mechanic).
It to be avoided as a makk o6 icatse respect, as in "cteani.ng

ta q" (use cleaners, custodians). Because ladylike has come

to 'lean Have).-nice" Hunnatukatt a66ected" to mane_ peop'e,

it may be best to avoid using it.

6. Plr.o6es.sionat tittes cute su46icient to identiiu pkokssionat

women. Avoid the use woman ass a modiiiel, as in woman

doctor, woman lawyer.

Use Avoid

The wet-known doctolt,
ViAginia Apgar,

The doctor. reached 60
hert. bag.

The teat-known woman doctot,
ViAginia Apgak...

The woman doct0 /Leached
dot her bay.

Women in business are 4ael,ked to by .their job - titters.

Ube Avoid

assistant gat-Faidau

secketaky gat

7. Avoid the we o6 speciat tetm4 40 women in pa/aimed& job
categaties, such as poetess, authoress, usherette, aviatnix.
Use poet, author, us hen, pitot, etc.

8. M. i6 acceptabte usage whete a woman's matitat status 4_3 not
signi6icant in context or is not known, 04 when the woman is

known to pke6ek £t.

9. Authors and 6amoto people no .tong eft eiying are conventionateu
uktked to without taste, by 4utt name the 6i/tot time it
appears and by teat name onty thekea4tek, unless thi,S woad
not be clear in context (as with Amy Lowell and James Russett
Comte).

We Avoid

Frost, Robiun and
Dick-Won

ar

Rabat Frost, Edwin
AAtington Robinson and
Emity Dickinson

Robett &owning and
Etizabeth ga.kkett Browning
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Frost, Robinson, and !.ti/S4

DicFmcn

Bkowni4g and M44. Bkowning



' tLs e Avoid

A6terL liounding Hutt Home,
Jane Addam...;then Addams

Pierthe and Matie (on Ma't -Le

and Piettf,) Curtie; the

Cuties
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Ad en Ounding Hull Howse
Mi.4.6 Jane Addas...; then

Addano

Mn,. and MA/S. Curtie, Dn. and-

HA/S. Cu/Lie



Scott, Fonesman and Company

GUIDELINES FOR IMPROVING TILE IMAGE OF WOW .1 IN TEXTBOOKS

Sexism neliens to all those attitudes and actions which demean on

stereotype individuats Oh groups because of than sex. These

guidelines liocus speciliicatty on the etimination o f sexism as it

relates to women in textbooks.

Whether accidentlety on intentionatty, women "have 6nequentty

been tuated as inknionz. Textbooks shamed treat women and men

as equats. Textbooks are sexist f they omit the actOns and

achievements o women, if they demean women by use patAonizing

Language, on they show women on men onto in stereotyped notes

with less than the 6utt /range of human interests, thai,ts, and

capabitities. The actual note o f sexism in society, past and

present, should not be ignarted; and, where appnooniate, text-

books can discuss sexism as an impcAtant phenomenon withbut

negecting otc keinicacing sexist bias.

GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR TEST AND ILLUSTRATIONS
t

The actlions and achievsmentz
of women shoutd be tecognized

The contnibutions of women to potitics, the sciences, the wits,

dmi_othen Iiidds Wen considered exclusivefy masculine should

be presented and exptoted.
4

The woAhs of Ornate authors are too often omitted fum anthotogies. -

When compiling on nevising such texts, editors should ac t4

.search Son matetia wtaten by women.

Fen es showed be inctuded as Wen as mates in math problems,

spetting and vocabulary sentences, di6eassion questions, test

items, and °then exercises. Vent/ Wen the °venal tone of a

book L5 sexist because mates cute mote ftequentey mentioned in

exercises on because the exercises pusent only stenotypes.

Although many factors determine the content of textbooks--authou,

penmissions, space, time, money, the market, etc. --these timita-

tions shoutd not be used to excuse bias, prejudice,: on

insensZtivi,ty.

Women and giAts should be given
the same respect as men and boys

Wnitenz, editions, dezigneAz, and illustrlatoas should make .sure

that both mate and female readers ket that a pubfication -(4

- diAected to them.
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Matekial should be scAutinized cane6uteg in the context o6 the
book as a whole to en one that contempt Got women as a group

not ingdvententey being 6osteited. Fon example, oflatens
should tike cane that mateniat about a woman who is stupid,
6inanciatty inept, a bad &Liven, a -a/newish mothelt-in-law, a

blind 6ollowen o6 mate-initiative, etc. does not present these
qualities ass typical of women ass a gnoup. GiAtz and women
should not be shown as mote 6ean6me o6 danger., mice, snakes,
and insects than boys and men ate in simitan situations.

Women and gva should not be shown as unworthy people when they
do not coniow to male standards. Miztes should not be viewed
as having a monopoly on ability to judge rihat 44 intenesting on
wo4thwhile.

Although women aim a majonity o6 the American population, in
many Nays their histony has been that o6 a minonity group.
Because o6 past discrimination, the sime cane must be taken in
pontnaying women ass in po&tnauing blacks, .e to Ricans,
Chicanos, Arne/acan Indians, and °their. minonities.

Abilities, tnait74, intenests, and

act,ivi.tie§ should not be assigned on the
basis o6 male on 6emate stereotypes

One reason oaten cited tot the ovenwhetming percentage o6 setec-
tions by on about mates in titenatune and Language ants texts
is that boys wile Azad only stonies about boys, wheneas giAls
wiU tead anything. 76 6e.mates were not depicted ass passive,

tacklustek; sweet but senzeters,dnudgez, both boys and giAtz
would iind them mane intemsting. Few boys have &ejected
Alice in Wonderland of The Wizard of Oz because the main
chanactens ate giAtz.

Females as well as mates posiess courage, physical strength,
mechanical skills, and the abitity, to think togicatey. Mates
as well as 6emates can be 6ean6ut, weak, mechanicatey inept,
and illogical. Females can be nude, intractable, active, on'
messy. Mates can be polite, cooperative, inactive, or neat.
Because such chanacte&isties ate shared by mates and 6ematez
in fteatity, textbooks that ceassi6y them as "masculine" on
"eeminine" ate misneptesenting nematy.

Both men and women should be shown cooking, awning, making
household tepaiAz, doing laundry, mashing the can, and taking
calm of children. Both men and women should be shown making
decisions; participating in spots; umaimg poetry; working in
6actoni.es, stones, and o66ittz; playing musical instruments;
pnacticing medicine and taw; saving on boards o6 directors;
and making scienti6ic discoveries. Howevek, calm must be taken
to avoid replacing old stekeutypesNith new ones. Showing some
women in tuzditionat toles, such .as of nu/14e, is not
sexist i6 women ate shOwn in other totes as well.
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Childken Wen conform to the standards o6 their/. peens because

they Sear kidicute. 16 anti' boys are encouraged to be active

and competitive, gints with these inctinations may tea/at to

sti6te them. 16 only giAl's are encouraged to expiters °neer/

such emotions as kali, 604hOW, and a66ection, boys may
6ee.e ketuctant to express these emotions.

Both men and women have much more tc gain from the etimination

q6-steneotypes. Textbooh which avoid mate and 6emate steneotypinn
will more accurately represent Aeatity, encourage toteitance for
individuat di66ekences, and allow make freedom far childken to

discoven and express thei4 needs, .interests, and abititiez.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR AVOIDING SEXIST LANGUAGE

Deating with the omission o6 women

Terms and tittez which use man to upnesent humanity have the

e66ect o6 excluding women Skom vakticipation in vakious human

dctivitiez. It £ usually easy to find some other way o6

expressing the idea.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE: POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

eatty man eanty humans, eaktu men and

women
Neandekthat man Neandekthats, Neadetthat men

and women

When man invented the When the wheel was invented...

wheet...
History of the Black Man History of Black People in

in America America

Man and His World World History

Occupational terms often .ignore the existence of women wodzeriz.

When a group inctudez both women and men, use a tam Oh phrase

that ke6tect4 the actuat'composition oic the group.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE: POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

businessmen businessmen and women, business

teadeius, opvtatou of 4mate
businesses, entAepkenewus,
merchants, indtustiaaastA*

congressmen membeio of Congress, congressmen
and women

mailmen tetter eavziva
nepainmen people who kepain...,4epaikeits

*Since the term businessmen is Wen used toOsety, i t may be

hetp6ut to descAibe the pennon Oh pemons in mare precise

occupational teAms.
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A wt1(aizing tone toward women, cuated b euphemisms, diminu,
tkve su66ixes, and tack 06 paAattetism, must be avoided.
ReSetences to a wonnn's appermance, matUat status, and Samity
shoutd nut be made untess these -items woutd be notewoxthy in
teSettikg to a. man in the same context.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

the Saik sex, the weakek sex
the giAts in the oSSice
zcutptkess, suSSnagette
the tadies and the men

men (and women)
man and wi,;e

The wokkz 06 Hemingway,
Steinbeck, and Miss Buck
wele wideeu toad.

The poetic ztyte 06 Emity
Dickinson and E.E. Cummings
au quite diSSekent.. Emity's
styte is spate and smpte,
white Cummings' ..

Gatiteo was the astaonomek
who discoveked the moons
06 lupitek. Matte Cukie
am the beautiSut chemist
who discoveted 'radium.

The candidates we/Le Bryan K.
Wieson, pkesident 06
Amenican Etectkonics, Inc.,
and Ftmence Gteemmod, a
pcxt,btonde gtandmothet 06
Save.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

women
the women in the oSSice
scutptok, zuSSkagist
the women and the men, the
tadies and the genttemen
men and women
husband and wi6e, man and woman,
the coupte

The mkks 06 Hemingway, Steinbeck,
and Buck wete widely /Lead.

The poetic ztytes 06 Emity
Dickinson and E.E. Cummings
ate quite diSSekent. Dickinson's
ztyte is spate and smpte,

.white Cummings'...

Gatiteo was the astAonomet who
discoveked the moons 06 lupitet:
Maxie Curie was the chemis'
who discoveked Aadium.

Gatiteo was the handsome
astAonomet who discoveted the
moons 06, Jupitet. Maxie CuAie
was the beauti6ut chemist who
discovered 'radium.

The candidates (vete: &wan K.
Wilson, pkesident oS Amekican
Etectunics, Inc., and Ftotence
Guenwood, ckedit manager. Sot
Btoominghitt's depantment
stoke.

The candidates we/Le Bkyan K.
Wilson, a handsome, ztvek-
haiked Sathek oS .three, and
Ftotence Guenwood, a pert,
btonde gAandmothet 06 Save.

Etiminating sex-tote ztekeotypes

Editots and authots shoutd be cautious when theu assign certain
activities ot totes to peopte Oh OthetVihe diSSekentiate between
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peopte pmety on the basis sex. Many such assumptions mis-

Aeoesent Aeatity and ignou the actuat contAibutionz o6 both

sexes -to the activity 04 tote- This i6 not to say that giAtz
should never be pictuted ptay with dotts 04 that boys should

never be pictuked ptaying with bazebatts, but that a mote vatied

pictuke is also a mote Aeatistic one.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

In New Engtand, the typicat
liatm wm so smart that the
owner and his sons could
take cane o6 Lt by themsetves

Chitdten had once teemed
about .rise by Listening to
aunts, unctes, gAandpatents,

and the wise men o6 theiA
town 04 neighbO4h0Od.

Waite a paragraph about what
you expect to do when you
ate ofd enough to have Mt.
of Mrs. be6ote your name.

PeAzonat symbots ate smatt,
petsonat objects of posses-
sions that have paAticutat
associations Got their
ownets. To a woman, cot
example, a paessed gown.
might tecatt a dance she
attended many yeau ago.
A boy might keep a =eked
basebatt bat because it
Aeminds him o the time he
hit the winning home tun.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

In New Engtand, the typicat
,arm was so smatt that the
6amity member z could take cate

it by themsetves.

Chitdten had once teaued about
tiiie by tistening to aunts,
unctes, gundpatents, and the
wise peopte theA town of
neighboAhood.

Write a paragraph about what
you would tike to do when you

grow up.

PeAzonat symbots ate. smart,

peAzonat objects 04 posseAsionz
that have paAticutaA associa-
tions 604 theit owneAs. To a

liatheA, sot exampte, a toy
taw* might seAve as a temindet
o6 a boy who has grown up. A

giAt might keep a broken tennis
racket because it reminds hen
o6 a hand-won championship.

Pe sonar symbots... To a

patent, Sct example, an otd
puppet might serve as a Ae-
mindet o6 a gite who has gum
up. A boy might keep a
Hattoween costume as a souvenit

6tom his chitdhood.

When creating spetting, math, and other exercises using Aictitious
peopte, authors and editors shoutd make sate that stereotypes cute

not peApetuated.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

AZ tistened patiently to
the tadis chatteit.

The es-stenographer got a
job as a stewatdess with an
aittine.
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POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

AZ tistened pat-lent-4 white
the women talked.

The ex-stenographer got a
degree in accounting.



Welds Bike ::polo person and chairperson, introduced into the
Language to prevent .the omission oA women, showed not be apptied
to women only. When person is used, Lt ne4e44 to either a man
04 woman,

EXAMPLE, OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

Heten Lopez will be the
spokespetson OA .the admin-
isttation, and Michaet
Johnson mitt be the
spokesman lion .the union.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVE:

Heten Lopez mitt be the spokes-
uemon OA the admin.i4tflation,
and Michaet Johnson witt. be
the spokespeuon OA the union.

Maea on liemates cute Wen chosen to upusent "typical" examptes,
thetebo exctuding one os the sexes {nom the neadek' thoughts.
Thete cute many ways to avoid such stereotyping

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

.the common man, the man on
the street
the man who pays a plEopekty
tax,

the typical. Amekican...he
the teachet...she

the houisewilie who comptain4

about higheA prices

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

oAdinaAy people

the peuon who pays a pitopeAty
tax
typical Ameticans...they
the teacheA...he on she,
teachem...they
the consumer (homemaker) who
complains about higher ptices

Wile/Levet possibte avoid the use o6 "he-him" Iteliekents. It is

Wen pAekAabte to Lae a ptutat sentence with ptutat pronouns;
on Substitute he or she, her or him, him/her, 04 a synonym lion
the noun. It is becoming inc&easingty common in att but 6o/zmat
usage to mix singular nouns with ptuitat ptonouns, as in the
sentence "Ed and Sue wete present, but neither expressed thews
views." 06ten pronouns that needtessty Iteliet to sex can be
Aeptaced: "Ed and Sue weAe pusent, but neithet expteAsed any
views."

Changing .language that demeans women

WEiteu Wen judge women's achievements by standards diMetent
linom those by which they judge men's. Thiz is necessary in some
puliessionat sports where the same standmds do not appty.
Howevet, in °then. areas one's sex doe. not assert one's competence.
Thete6o4e, mitem shoutd avoid consttuctions that ptace women in
a special class. Words like girl, young woman, woman, lady, and
gal Wen subtly denigrate women's achievements. They showed be
used only when the/A countetpatts boy, young man, man, gentleman,
.and guy would be.apptoptiate in /Lek/ming to a mate.
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EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

And/Lew Wyeth iz a 6ine
painta, and Geokgia
O'Kee6e £6 a 6ine woman
painter.

Makie Cukie did what Ow
peopte-men on women-coutd
do.

Many Weitz Lawtenceis a
highty succesqut thdy
advatizing executive.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

Andrew Wyeth and Geongia O'Keelie
cite dine painterts.

CuAie did what hew
peopte cowed do.

Malty Welts Lawnence,bs a
highty succers6ut advertising
executive.

Je/un such as woman doctor on female executive.aite,geneltatty un-

acceptabte: Where it iz desitabte to ke4ek to a person's sex,
nektencez shamed be made with the aid o6 feminine pkonounz:
"The doctok waThed.into the 'Loom and put heft bag on a chaik next,
to the patient's bed." in some cases, howevet, it is necersany
to neSet ditectty to a person's sex, az in the sentence: "The

wonky o6 Semate authors are too o6ten omitted 15kom anthotogiez."

Avoid comtnuction4 imptying that women, because they are women,
are atways dependent on mate. initiative.

EXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

The ancient Egyptians
of owed women conzidekabte
contmt ova ptopelay.*

A stave cooed not cairn
his we on chitdken as
his own because the taws
did not necognize sEave
makkiagez.*

the 6atmevt and his wiiie*

a homeowner and hives Offal.?

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES:

Women in ancient Egypt had
considekabte contkot overt
phopekty.
Men in ancient Egypt at towed
women considekabie contkot
oven pkopetty.4"

Stavez tkied to maintain 6amity
netationships, but the taws
did not kecognize stave
ma/Lniagez.

a 6a4m coupte
homeownekz and'theiit. chi dken

*These examptes do not make sense inasmuch az teAm4 tike
ancient Egyptians, slave, farmer, homeowner include women.

+This sentence would be cornett only i6 the author could
'move that men in ancient Egypt .coutd choose to grant on

deny 'mope/ay nights to women.

Cane must be taken to avoid sexist assumptions and steteotypez
in teaches' manuals and othet teachet aids.
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LXAMPLES OF SEXIST LANGUAGE:

ManneA4 and 6e2 46o/14 ate
good eye-hand dooadinatons.

fiLtting the naive Lnstad
.us() the thumb ka tiumph

4ot the boys. Cutting out
paper , doffs and ,the &i.

garments .us good 6ot -the
gittz.

The boys tike action sotiez,
and both boys and airaz
tike animation comedy.
Gitt4 wittstead stoties
that boy.4 tike, but the

boys witt not enjoy
"gitti4h" stoties.

POSSIBLE ALTERNATIVES

Hainmexo and 6c,i46044 ate good

eye-hand cootdinaton4. For a

chitd, hitting the nai t. instead

o4 the thumb or cutting out a
n^cognizabte shape .us a niumuh.

Most chitdken tike action,
animation, and comedy .Ln

stories . Some chitdken, how-
evek, witt enjoy tightek on.
more 4e0imentat types o4
neddina matetiatS.

Revising sexist manusctipts

A manusctipt may contain 60 many instances 06 sexist Language
that a compete tevizion .us necessary. Fottowing are two such
setections atong with possibtetevizions..

SEXIST PASSAGE: SUGGESTED REVISIONS:

Have one member 06 the class
watk onstage into an en-
vinonment 06 his choosing
(temembeting the di44etence
between showing and doing,
be he does not show
you wheke he £4, but tathek
doer.1 what he woutd nonmatty
do Ln .that place.) When
you are sure where he .us,

join him in the envitonment.
As each member, 06 .the ctass

discoverzz whete he .us, they
in urn may join him onstage.

Bonn i4 Manchutek,.Engtand,
in 1922, the daughter. o a
greengrocer, Many Baktingon
spent a ypical ginthood
doing chores anound .the

house and 'Leading the works
o 6emate authots such as
Jane Austen and Emity Monte.
Atthough she was considered
atttactive by men and had
several suitons, she tejected
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Imagine youluset6 .Ln a patticuta&

situation. Without tetting
the ctass where you ane, wath
onstage into thi5s envitonment.
Remembek the di44etence between
showing and doing and do what
wodtd notmatty be done .Ln the
place you have chosen. As

othet class membets recognize
Out envinanment, they may
join you on/Stage, becoming a

pant a4 the same situation.

Bonn in Manchezet, Engtand,
in 1922, the daughtet o4
middte-ctass patents, Many
BanAingon spent a good deal
06 her cliJidhood 'Leading the

woks o4 wett-known Engash
authots such as Jane Austen
and Emily SkontE. She KW
intent on pursuing a titekaty
cotheet, and hen. sharp mind

attnacted the attention o4
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the joys o makkiaae in okdek
to pursue a ti tekaky cakeek.
Het zhakp, mazeutine mind
attkacted the attention of
inztkuctokz at queen's
Cottege where she won the
coveted Queen's Pkize bon.
Litekatuke in It 4inat yeak.
By 1946 Mi/S6 Baktington had
become a nationatty known
authokezz, takgety due to
hek best -se Ling novel
Crassington which dealt
with man's atienation -- a
theme that kecutked in the
eight novets that 4ottowed.
Now zemiketiked, she can
occasionatty be seen on the
outskiAls c)4 Mancheztek,

spontLng the good toolis and

tkim iiiguke that belie hek
age.

inztkuctokz at Queen'A Cottege.
In hek 6inat ilea/E., she won the

coveted queen's Pkize 'on.
Litekatuke. By 1946, Bakkinoton

had become a nationatty known
author., takgety due to hek
best -se tting novet Crassington,

which deatt with human
atienation a theme that
kecukked in the eight novelz
that Ottowed. Now semiketined,
she can occazionatty be seen on
the outzki/utz o6 Mancheztek,
where she £ead4 an active £-L4e

and enjoys good heath.

Dealing with unavoidabte sexism

16, Weft cakeliut consideration, an authors on editor. binds it
desinabte to use 'selection's that contain zexizt attitudes, these
attitude's zhoutd be dizcuzzed in accompanying dezotiptive matekiat
on discussion queztionz. Fors, exampte, the Ottowing questions

appeared in one text a6tek the stony "The Jouknat a Wi4e-Beatee:

1. The Latins have a won.d dok it: machismo, that
gaunting o4 mascutinity that 4,A expected in cc/actin
mate-dominated zocieties. To what degree does the

Vasiti who beg thiz jouknat seem to accept -thin

concept o4 mate zupetiokity?

2. Eveky time Nitsa Utz hek husband, she ztatez catmty,
"I owed you one...." 16 she, ass zh4taimA, zimpty.
kepaying a debt?

3. Thy youk hand at witting a jouknat Nitta might have
kept dok the days coveked in the ztoky.
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of material concerning sexism are given.

Rather than duplicating the extensive work done by others in identi-

fying resources, including organizations and bibliographies, we have re-
printed.on pages 86 -38, a section from Images of Women, published by the
Pennsylvania Department of Education in 1973. We are grateful to that

agency for permitting us to use the material.

Books and Pamphlets

Ahlum, Carol, and Fralley, Jacqueline. Feminist resources for schools

and colleges. A guide to curricular materials. Old Westbury.

Feminist Press; 1973.

This inexpensive booklet is invaluable for schools wishing to

bring change with regard to sexism in the classroom. In addition

to other guidelines for review of instructional materials, entries
include listings of non-sexist books at various grade levels, and
of multimedia, including simulations. .

Business and Professional Women's Foundation. Sex role concepts: an

annotated bibliography. Washington, D.C.

Education Committee of Pennsylvanians for Women's Rights. Self-study

guide to sexism in schools.

This publication contains a wealth of suggestions for examining
curriculum, instructional materials and library collections, as
well as examining school staffing, and the total nrogram of the
school.

Educational Challenges, Inc. Today's changing roles: an approach to

non-sexist teaching. Washington, D.C. Resource Center on Sex Roles

in Education, the National Foundation on the Improvement of Education.

1974.

Subtitled "Teacher, resources with curriculum related activities,"
this publication offers a wide variety of classroom strategies at
both elementary and secondary levels which encourage both female
and male students to examine sexist stereotypes, analyze implications
of economic statistics, discuss human rights, and apply the valuing
process to problems of sexism.

Educational Task Force, NOW. Children's literature and curriculum.

New York. National Organization for Women.

A list of literature on sexism in children's books.

Dick and Jane as victims.

Sex stereotyping in children's readers.
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. Little-Miss Muffet fights back.

A listing of recommended non-sexist books.

It

Haller, Elizabeth. images of women. Harrisburg. Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education. 1973.

Preparedas a bibliography of feminist resources for Pennsylvania
schools, this publication would be particularly helpful to provide
better balance in library and media collections.

Kalamazoo Public,Schodls. Recommendations for eliminating sex and
racial discriminationiin the instruction program. Draft.

Kalamazoo. 1974.

The contains a step by step plan being used in the schools to
achieve the objectives described in the title, The Kalamazob-

experience offers a useful model to apply in other school districts.

McLeod, Jennifer and Silverman, Sandra.. You won't do. Pittsburgh.
KNOW, Inc. 1973.

Subtitled "What textbooks- on U.S. Government teach high school
girls," the study also includes suggestions fo-.: change.

7

Resource Center on Sex Roles in Education. What can you do about biased
textbooks., Washington. National Foundation for the Improvement of
Education. updated.

Suggestions include activities for community groups as well as
for school staff and students.

Stacey, Judith, Bereaud, Susan, & Daniels, Joan, eds. And Jill came
tumbling-after: sexism in American education.° New York. Dell. 1974.

Periodicals

Bill of Right.: ne.'cletter. Fall 1.977 . The ConstitutionT1 Rights
Foundation. Los Angeles./

The emphasis is Alpon/Sex 7(,-CS and society. There are a number

of sources relevanttocurricuium listed.

Current developments rlAort. Women Law Reporter, Inc., 514 Massachusetts
Ave., Washington, D.C. 20016.

. Although some. s9hools may find a subscription, to this service
too expensive, those conc,erned with sexism in curriculum should have
access to it. /

/,
Educational leadership. N,vember 1973.

.A series ofirticles,'including guidelines for reviewing
curriculum. /

/-

to.
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Inequality in education. Number eighteen: October 1974. Center for

Law and Education. Harvard University,

Much of this issue deals with the legal aspects of sex discrimina-

tion. Curriculum and classroom examples are also cited.

Law in American society. September 1974. Law In American Society

Foundatio . Chicago.

While the major focus of this issue is upon providing information
concerning the legal status of women, there is also a section on
classroomistrategies in teaching about justice:for women.

Phi belta pan. October 1973.

' Contains a series of articles concerning education and the feminist

movement, including suggestions about reviewing the curriculum.

Social educition. December 1972; March 1975. J

s. The more recent issue has a wealth resource listings.
/Contain several articles concerning sexism in social studies

classroom

Women's studies newsletter. Box 334, Old Westbury, New York 11568.

Publis4d four times a year.

Source Adiresses

AFT-Women.'s Rights Committee
1012 Fourteenth St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Businei-and Professional
Womees,Foundation
2012 Massachusetts Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Emma Willard Task Force on
Education
1520 W. 27th Street '

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55408

Feminist Press
Bpx 334
00 Westbury, News York 11568

KNOW, Inc.
P.O. Box 86013
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15221

National Organization For Women:.
Education Task Force

P.O. Box 4315
Grand Central Station, New York 10017

Pennsylvanians fob Women's Rights
Education Task Force
218 Chestnut Street

. LanCester, Pennsylvania 17603

Resource Center on Sex Roles An
Education

The National Foundation for the
Improvement of Education

Suite 918
1156 Fifteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
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RESOURCES/ORGANIZATIONS/BIBLIOGRAPHIES

Emma Wittaad Task Force on Education, 1520 West 27th Street,
Minneapatis, Minn. 55408. A pacfzet o4 matertiatis 4.nctuding

paoposats Pa change, ctassaoom matetiats and aesoukce Lists
Sort K-12 teachea4. ($3.50).

Evetywoman Bookstoae, 2083 Wesitmod Boutevaad, Loa Angetes,
CatiPania 90025. New catatog eveAy two months. Catatog
os Non-sexist Chitdken's Litetatuae, 104 pew setii-addressed
stamped envetope.

The Feminist Press. Childiten'4 books: Box 334, Otd Westburty,

Long Istand, New Yak 11568. Repaints o4 wain by women
waiteks: 10916 Swans4ield Road, Cotumbia, Matytand 21043.

KNOW, INC. P.O. Box 10197, Pittsbukgh, Pa. 15232. Distxibutes
newstettet. Pubtishes aepkints o6 key 6eminist ontictes,
4ive volume, o4 Female Studies.

Lottipop &melt, P.O. Box 1171, Chapel Hitt, Noath Ca alma 27514.
Pubtiohes non-sexist chitdken's books. Catatog, $1.00, Sue
to indigent day cake centeas.

New England Faee Puss, 791 Tremont Street, Boston, Ma34achu6etts
02118. 066-paints o6 aktictes on women's tibetation.

Radical. Education Project, Box 561-A, Detaoit, Michigan 48232.
Repaints o6 aktictes aetevant to women's tibetation and e."ucation.

San Faancisco Women's Media Woakshop, 2224 15th Stkeet, San
Faancisco, Cati4oania 94114. Tapes son vent on- -sage. One
on sex note conditioning (30 minutes) £.s titted, "And That's
What Little GiAts Are Made 04."

Source Book Puss, 185 Madison Avenue, New Yoak, N.Y. 10016.
Repaints o6 the pub.tications 06 the 6kast AmeluLcan 4eminist
movement. 40 tittes/63 vatumes -- $850.00.

Women'4 Nekiuge Sehies, Inc. 838 15th StiLee:A., Santa Monica,
CatiOania 90403. Famous Feminists Se/ties booklets, catendax,
posteu,

The Women's Histoay Research Centers, 2325 Oak Staeet, Bekketey,
_ Cati4oania 94708. Archives o6 the cutkent women's movement,

inteknationat in scope. Issues diaectoaies o6 women's
peaiodicats, a song book, tapes and petiodicat o6.

aeseaach paojects.

(Pam Imageiisoi_Women by Pennsytvania Depaktment o4 Education.
Novembersea 3; Repainted by peAmission.)
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Ceekinghouse on Women's Studies, Ftotence Howe and Cartot Ahtum,
SUNV/Cottege at OW Westburiy,Box 210, Ofd Westbuky, NY 11568.
Has a 4ite oti mate than 600 COMM.'S in women's studies and

desctiptions (Y some 300, desctiptions 17 women's studies

ploguems, btAcounati.on on degkee-gtantLna ptogkams. Issues

petiodicat act sheets.

Feminists on ChitdrEen's Media, P.O. __x 4315, Grand Centtat.

Station, New Moth, NY 10017. Compited an annotated List o6
lecomended non-sexist books-PrE young AC'aderEs, with suggested
age 'Lange, Little Miss Muffett Fights Back, 50, a copy. Issues

bibtiogkaphy a 4 attictes on 4.0( stekeotyping in chitdten's
media, peltiodicatto uvdiikted. Has pkogrEam with tapes and

stides,."A Feminist's View og,Chiaten's.Litetatuke", appkoxi-
matety one hout tong. The program is 6kee, but i6 presented
outside the New Votk me4Aopotitan atea, ttavet expenses and
audio-visuat equipment must be pitovided.

NOW Boston Chaptet. "Images oA the GrEowing GirEt." 45 Newburg'

Stkeet, Boston, Mass. 02116. Five keading.tistP45: Pke-

schoot, Etementaty, Juniot High, High School, Genekat Adutt.

HOW Ctevetand Chaptek: Jean J. Weber.. 8470 Wiese Road,

Btecksvitte, Ohio :4141. Seconda/Ey whoa psychotogy texts.

NOW New Yak City Chaptek. Anne Gime West. 453 7th Stkee.t,

atooktun, New Yank, N.Y 11215. Study o6 alt arEeas ci4 sex

disctimination in the New Yank City pubtLc schoot system.

NOW Union County Chapte/L. Jean L. Ambuse. 549 Lenox Avenue,

West6ieed, New Jetzey 07090., Atteknatives .to the usuae

Home Ec./Shop mazes which etiminate six steteotypino.

Pennsytvanians icorE WoMen's Right's. Education Task Force.

218 Chestnut Stteet, Lancastek, Pa. 17603. Ate aspects

o6 sex disckimination in Pennsytvanian schools. Text-book

monitorEing ptoject. Kit on iiighting sexism the schools

-- "Se.t6 Study Guide to Sexism in the Schoots."

Westside Women's Comm;#tee, P.O. Rox 24020, Yitfnne ctalion,
Las Angeles, Cati6. 90024. Published a memorandum, "Sex

Steteotypes in the Ctasstoom" in the OLP_ 1971 !cox

distrEibution .to schoot authotities. -PtepaAing a guide 4o4
authou, editors and textbook review committees; cottecting
Impala's instances o sex disctimination (invotving boys
as we& as gitts) in Catkpknia; paepating a statement on
the subject o6 sex channeling in pubtic schootS.

WoodwoJLd Feminists. Brett Vuoto. 305 8th Avenue, Bflr. Aljp,

NY 1116. Ana-et/6a the cutticutum Woodwand Schaaf. in

Btooktyn, a patent-teachet cooperative; suggestion revision
o6 pkezent cutticaum; initiation and imptementation o6

ke6okms.
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Women on Wotds and Images, P.O. Box 2163, Ptinceton, N.J. 08540.
Study .o4 the content and Wectz o4 phinted media on chadhen.

WoMen's Action Alliance, 200 Pahk Avenue, New Yolk, NY. Committee-
on sex-steteotuping in textbooks will serve as a genehat
cteahinghouse (,4 in4otmation on aft ghoups engaged in such
studies witt at/Lange ptogtoms and aidgtoups wishing to
ilweement cut ticutum he6ohms.

The Year's Work in Women's Studies, Women's Centet, BahnaAd
Coteege, New Yoth, NY 10027. RepoAt4 on activities in women's
studies, inctudino not only schotatty heseahch but aso
innovative phojectz. An annuat tound-up to begin pubticect.ion
Summet 1972.

Sex Role Concepts: An Annotated Bibliography, Business and
PA06essionae Women's Fol.ndation. 2012 Massachusetts Ave., NW.,
Washington, DC 20036.

A6tin, Heten S., Nancy Suniewick and Suzan Dwech. -Women: A

Bibliography on Their Education and Careers. Human Sehvice
, P4e46, 4301 Connecticut Ave., NW., Washington DC. 1972. $5.95.

Ciztet, Lucinda. Women: A Bibliography. 102 W. 80th Stneet;
New Void.. NY 10024, 25.

Hai son, Barba to Gtizzuti. Unlearning the Lie: Sexism in

School. Livettight. 1973. $6.95.
A bZuephint 4ot action k4 schoots and pahentz who hefect
-sexism in education; deve'oped by the sex totes committee at
the Woodward Schoot. in Stooktyn, N.Y.

Mendenhatt, Janice (ed.) Films on the Women's Movement. 066ice
o6 C ivc e Rightz, Gene/Eat SeAvicez Administhation, Washington,
DC 20405.. Singte copies Ptee.

ih a v.eku comptehensive deating with
vahiOuS aspectz'o6 women's tivez of the Women's 'Movement.
Pkooides a wide 6aection 4ok a vaitiety o4 audience's. -Thi's

Zist 44 updated twice a vea,t.

Wheam, Helen. Womanhood Media: Current Resources' About Women.

The Scatectow Press, Box 656, Metuchen, N.J. $7.50.
An annotated guide to souhce matedkiat on the women's movement,
rictudig in4otma4on on ptint and nonptint media ohganizations.
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